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Abstract
This thesis identifies useful tools and techniques available to aid the Air Force
development of a reusable launch vehicle (RLV).

These tools are identified by

comparing traits found within the Lean Aerospace Initiative, Six Sigma and systems
engineering. While identified specifically for the RLV effort, these tools and techniques
will be of use to many development programs. Historical perspectives of both RLV
development efforts within the Air Force and origins of modern quality teachings are
provided, to establish a common foundation of knowledge, upon which, further analysis
can be conducted. This thesis, also, summarizes the current RLV effort within the Air
Force and NASA. With the tool-set identified and the RLV effort enumerated, the toolset and RLV effort are matched to determine the current level of integration. More
importantly, the tools-set serves as the basis to form specific recommendations to aid the
Air Force RLV effort.

xm

QUALITY INITIATIVES
IN THE AIR FORCE DEVELOPMENT
OF REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
Throughout the distinctive history of military space operations, the paradigm of
expendable launch vehicles has remained. Extensive launch lead times and delays are
accepted and considered the norm. Additionally, with virtually no means of satellite
retrieval, for repair or upgrade, satellites are designed with multiple redundancies to
ensure reliability. This creates tremendous cost and weight penalties in satellite design.
Within the Air Force there is a movement to change the expendable launch vehicle
constraint.

The development of a reusable launch vehicle (RLV) system will

fundamentally change the nature of space operations. By shifting from a launch on
schedule toward a launch on demand mindset, the Air Force will provide improved space
support into any theater of operation and help to assure the United States' access to space.
Furthermore, the ability to recover on-orbit assets will allow satellites to be designed with
less expense and greater capabilities. While RLVs potentially offer great benefits, the
development of such systems is technically complex and programmatically challenging.
The goal of this thesis is twofold. First, it identifies tools and techniques, found
within modern quality approaches, available to aid the Air Force development of a
reusable launch vehicle system. Second, the tools and techniques identified are applied
to the RLV efforts within the Air Force.
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An assessment of current tool usage,

accompanied by examples, and identification for potential improvements is made. The
objective is not to be prescriptive or to uncover some hidden truth that will suddenly
make RLV development easy. Rather, the purpose is to provide a unique perspective on
many issues facing RLV development, which may lead to innovative solutions to existing
problems. In accomplishing these goals, this thesis will demonstrate the basic notion that
there is a myriad of approaches to achieve quality and emphasizes the importance of
examining multiple methods and not locking solely into one, oblivious of all others. For
the purpose of this thesis, quality is taken to be activities intended to achieve improved
products and processes and is not limited solely to the concept of quality popularized in
the 1980s. In fact the later form of quality is a subset of the larger concept addressed in
this thesis.
1.1 Scope
The goal of developing reusable launch vehicles is the modern "Holy Grail"
within the aerospace community. This is illustrated in the many RLV activities currently
under development. The X-Prize is one example of this worldwide effort to achieve a
RLV system. Currently, 19 companies, from five countries, seek to win the $10 million
prize for building a privately funded vehicle to fly three people into space, return and
repeat within two weeks [9]. Within the Air Force and National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), several X-Vehicle programs hope to advance the technology
required to deploy RLVs [38]. Other private development is also ongoing within the
companies building the X-Vehicles. While the component of the aerospace industry
involved in RLV development is large, the scope of this thesis will be confined
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exclusively within the Air Force and NASA efforts. Specific activities within industry
and private development efforts such as Roton and Kistler will not be addressed [27] [46].
This is not to say that potential benefits will not arise from these activities, but the
assumption is that the preponderance of benefit will come from efforts within the
government development programs. The scope, in terms of RLV development, of this
thesis is pictorially represented in Figure 1-1, where the front pane represents the totality
of the current RLV community: industry, private development, Air Force and NASA
programs. As time progresses, the landscape of RLV activity will change and evolve in
unpredictable ways.

Within the current Air Force and NASA efforts include the

development of various prototype vehicles, and therefore are included in the scope,
represented by the inner box.

Operations and Support
odiction and Deployment
Engineering & Manufacturing Development
-/Demonstration & Validation
Concept Exploration

Figure 1-1

Thesis Scope of RLV Development
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Also essential to this thesis is an examination of the various quality approaches
available to aid RLV development. These quality approaches create the framework with
which current RLV development efforts are analyzed. Initially, the research of this thesis
focussed on the concepts found within the Lean Aerospace Initiative (LAI), continuing
the efforts of previous AFIT thesis work by Endicott [13] and Matuzsack [34]. While
their work concentrated on the applicability of lean to operational issues, here the
emphasis is on developmental efforts.

Other lean research, conducted at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), also examines RLV development, with a
greater emphasis on commercial systems and sole reliance upon LAI [35]. This thesis
expands the analytic framework by including Six Sigma and systems engineering
approaches to quality improvement in the early phases of development, which the Air
Force and NASA are currently operating. The inclusion of the Six Sigma and systems
engineering approaches came with the realization that in order to maximize the benefit to
the Air Force RLV effort a broad-based approach must be used; because no single quality
initiative possesses all possible techniques offering promise to the Air Force.

1.2 Methodology
The first step to determine what quality initiatives offer the RLV effort is to
conduct a literature review of both quality and RLV topics. The examination of both
historical attempts and current efforts in RLV development within the Air Force and
NASA, followed by an introduction to modern quality, contained in Chapter 2, will
provide the necessary background information required to conduct subsequent analysis
and make recommendations for improvement.
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Step two, contained in Chapter 3,

identifies key traits and similarities between quality approaches to arrive at a set of
unquestionably useful techniques and practices. These are then applied in Chapter 4 to
the current RLV efforts to determine how quality techniques are already being used and
how they can further benefit reusable launch vehicle development. Most of the issues
discussed, particularly in Chapter 4, are of a programmatic nature, focussing more on
managerial approaches to insure system success rather than on technology in and of itself.
Certainly, technology represents one of the largest risk areas to RLV development and
the various technology maturity efforts will, therefore, be discussed. Recognizing the
difference between academic identification and practical employment of these
techniques, Chapter 4 also discusses some of the potential issues associated with realworld application of the recommendations.
1.3 Limitations
Within the analysis of RLV efforts, one main limiting factor overshadows all
others. Simply, the current RLV programs of NASA and the RLV efforts within the Air
Force are still in the very early stages of development. The designs for finalized systems
do not exist and therefore many of the operational issues have not matured to the point
allowing detailed analysis. The influences of the lack of definition are minimized by the
nature of this thesis.

By focussing on the programmatic aspects of development,

undefined operational issues are not of paramount concern. Rather, it is the development
of those operational issues and the practices employed by the Air Force and NASA teams
that are pertinent. While other limiting factors such as time and expense are present, their
impacts do not play as significant role as the emergent nature of the RLV efforts
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CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND
The history of RLV development, insight into current thinking and a basic
understanding of the prevailing RLV efforts provides the framework from which analysis
may be thoughtfully undertaken. Similarly, an appreciation for the background of current
quality initiatives will prove beneficial.
2.1 Air Force Reusable Launch Vehicle Development

2.1.1

Historical Perspective
The Air Force goal of a military spaceplane (MSP) is not a new one. The first

major Air Force effort to build an MSP was the Dyna-Soar (for Dynamic Soaring) rocket
plane. Also known as the X-20, this vehicle harbored the Air Force ambition to have a
manned space program between 1958 and 1963. The vehicle design was a wedge shaped
delta wing aircraft, launched into orbit by an expendable booster. Once in orbit, plans
called for maneuvering capability, controlled by the vehicle's lone pilot. Finally, the
Dyna-Soar would have the ability for controlled re-entry and the capability to land like an
airplane. The original mission for this system was transcontinental bombing from orbit.
After technical challenges rendered this mission impractical, a growing financial
constraint led to its cancellation in December 1963, two years before its first scheduled
orbital flight. While the Dyna-Soar never achieved operational status, the over 2,000
hours of wind tunnel tests (Figure 2-1), advancements in environmental controls and
guidance subsystems proved invaluable in other space developments, including the Space
Shuttle [28] [53].
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Figure 2-1

Dyna-Soar Wind Tunnel Model, 1960 [12]

The next Air Force project designed to advance military spaceplane technology
was the X-24 series.

This joint Air Force/NASA project investigated high altitude

supersonic use of a lifting-body design. This approach used the body contours and
aerodynamic control surfaces rather than wings to provide lift. While the X-24 was not
intended to achieve operational status, plans called for a rocket booster to launch a
similar vehicle into space where it could ferry crews and supplies to the planned military
space stations, return through the atmosphere and land like a plane. The X-24A, depicted
in Figure 2-2, performed 28 powered drop tests from a B-52, serving to validate the
lifting body design, which in turn guided the development of Space Shuttle designs [40].
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Figure 2-2

X-24A [63]

The national effort to build the Space Shuttle represented the next attempt by the
Air Force to operate a military spaceplane. Unlike previous Air Force efforts, this was
not a new design specific to the Air Force, but a modification of the already existing
NASA Space Shuttle.

The plan called for Space Shuttle systems fully launched,

controlled and operated from within the Air Force. The Challenger tragedy in 1986,
ended this plan, but served to organizationally solidify space within the Air Force [53].
2.1.2

Vision and Policy
Throughout the late 1980s and 1990s, the dream of a military spaceplane

remained in the plans and visions of Air Force thinkers.

In 1994, Air University

published SPACECAST 2020, a collection of various operational research analysis white
papers examining concepts for the future of the Air Force. Two systems clearly stood out
in the minds of the analysts, a high-energy laser and a transatmospheric vehicle (TAV).
"The TAV contributed to virtually all space missions because it made access to space
easier" [52]. A rocket powered spaceplane, the TAV, also known as "Black Horse," was
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envisioned as being slightly larger than an F-16 [52]. The particular design features of
the TAV are not as important as the continued expression by the Air Force of the need for
a MSP. Another Air University publications, 1996's Air Force 2025, reiterated the desire
for a MSP [1]. The multipurpose transatmospheric vehicle (MTV) was to be a single
platform capable of such missions as intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance, global
mobility, and strike. Additionally, the Global Area Strike System section of Air Force
2025 further developed the concept of the TAV [1].
Thoughts about military spaceplanes were not confined to Air University. The
joint National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) and Department of Defense Space Architect
(DODSA) "Launch on Demand Impact Study" examined the far-reaching changes a RLV
system would have on the nature of warfare [11]. Finally, Air Force Space Command's
Strategic Master Plan (SMP) for fiscal years 2002 and beyond, explicitly calls for the
Space Operations Vehicle and Space Maneuver Vehicle, currently advocated within the
Air Force. This document clearly identifies the shortcomings of current spacelift system
stating:
"...complex, non-standard launch vehicle-to-payload interface
designs and lengthy processing timelines lead to costly operations for both
payload and launch vehicle. Future operations demand a reduction in
preparation and integration timelines from months to hours and a
substantial reduction in O&M costs" [6].
Of the over 60 Air Force Space Command (AFSPC) mid-term (2008-2013) prioritized
needs, "On Demand Space Asset Operation Execution" ranked in the top 10. The SMP
continues to lay out a course of action for the Air Force, stating that cooperation with the
NASA RLV efforts will enable future AFSPC programs in the mid and far-term years.
Additionally, the Air Force should closely follow the RLV developments made in the
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commercial sector. The Strategic Master Plan, recommends the development of a twostage-to-orbit (TSTO) SOV, followed by efforts for a single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO)
version, if warranted.
While the vision within the Air Force clearly calls for a military spaceplane,
current national space policy does not allow for such development. First stated in the
1994 National Space Transportation Policy, the Air Force has been restricted to
expendable launch vehicle (ELV) development, while NASA is given the responsibility
for RLV development [56]. This sentiment was again expressed two years later in the
National Space Policy [55]. The pertinent directives from this policy are as follows:
"NASA will work with the private sector to develop flight demonstrators
that will support a decision by the end of the decade on development of a
next-generation reusable launch system."
and
"DoD, as launch agent for both the defense and intelligence sectors, will
maintain the capability to evolve and support those space transportation
systems, infrastructure, and support activities necessary to meet national
security requirements. DoD will be the lead agency for improvement and
evolution of the current expendable launch vehicle fleet, including
appropriate technology development" [55].
Clearly, with such guidelines, for the Air Force to retain any hope of ever operating a
military spaceplane, it must work closely with and rely heavily upon NASA.
2.1.3

Current Effort
The most thorough military spaceplane initiative in decades emerged in 1998 with

the release of the "Concept of Operations for the Phase I Space Operations Vehicle
System" [4]. More than a single military spaceplane, the Space Operations Vehicles
system not only calls for a highly flexible, lightweight space launch vehicle (SOV), but a
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Modular Insertion Stage (MIS) and Space Maneuver Vehicle (SMV) as well. The role of
the MIS is to support orbital payload delivery from a sub-orbital SOV flight. The SMV
will provide larger payloads with extra on-orbit maneuverability.

The CONOPS

recognizes the current role of the Air Force in RLV development and the importance of
leveraging with NASA efforts. This is exemplified by the Memorandum of Agreement
signed between AFSPC, AFRL, and NASA in 1997, formalizing the relationship between
the entities in the development of the SOV and NASA's RLVs [4].
A very comprehensive document, the CONOPS also identifies two key technical
challenges. The first is the development of an advanced, efficient and highly operable
propulsion system. The second is the development of lightweight structures including
cryogenic tanks and thermal protection systems.

Since these are the same key

technologies being demonstrated by the X-33 program, the CONOPS states that with
close working relationship with NASA the Air Force plans to leverage off the X-33 for
the SOV development [4].
The CONOPS also addressed the operational issues of the Space Operations
Vehicle System.

One such facet, is the required level of reliability.

Ideally, the

reliability of the SOV would approach the levels achieved by commercial air traffic,
allowing operations near populated areas [4]. This would allow the greatest level of
operational flexibility.

Another facet is the desired sortie rate of an SOV.

With a

peacetime rate of one flight every five days, the SOV is identified to have the capability,
in wartime, to achieve a flight a day for a duration of four days. Additionally, the SOV is
to be capable of multiple mission types, across all four AFSPC mission areas, Space
Control, Force Enhancement, Force Support, and Force Application. Knowledge and
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recommendations on mission capabilities are to come from modeling and simulation
efforts (M&S), wargaming and military utility analysis [4].
Nearly a year after the Space Operations Vehicle System CONOPS, Air Force
Space Command expanded the system definition with the release of the "Concept of
Operations for the Space Maneuver Vehicle System". Originally intended as the primary
payload of the SOV, the SMV's operations have been expanded to include delivery from
expendable launch vehicles (ELVs). The SMV is envisioned to be an unmanned orbiting
vehicle with an integral propulsion system, able to complete its orbital mission return to
earth and be re-launched in a short period of time [5]. Figure 2-3 contains an artist
conception of an SOV deploying an SMV.

Figure 2-3

Artist Concept of SOV with External SMV [50 ]

Like the SOV CONOPS earlier, the SMV CONOPS calls for a close relationship with
NASA. Technologically speaking, the SMV is a much simpler system than the SOV.
With only a few technical hurdles remaining, such as a reusable main propulsion system,
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the largest technical challenges come from overall vehicle integration, required to achieve
the goal of aircraft-like operation. Aircraft-like operation is an essential element of both
the SOV and SMV systems. The turn around time for the SMV, in emergency situations,
is anticipated to be only a few hours, a remarkable improvement over current capabilities.
With another system providing the launch capabilities, the SMV is allowed to have a
looser standard for accidental loss rates. The SMV objective is less than one failure per
100 sorties, a far cry from the objective SOV standard of airline reliability, with only one
catastrophic failure in 2,000,000 flights [5] [29].
With the concepts of operation for both the Space Operations Vehicle System and
the SMV in place, groups within the Air Force are currently undertaking the task of
system development. The primary center for SOV and SMV development is the Military
Spaceplane Technology Office of the Air Force Research Laboratory.

With a main

branch overseeing all activity and concentrating on the SMV at Kirtland AFB and a
branch responsible for the SOV system, the technology office views its primary
responsibility as advocate for the military spaceplane.

This includes maintaining a

relationship with NASA, promoting the development of beneficial technologies and
educating the Air Force on the capabilities and benefits of military spaceplane systems
[58]. To this end, the program office, with engineering experience and technical insight
have used the SOV and SMV CONOPS to create a Systems Requirements Document for
the SOV and a Technical Requirements Document for the SMV.

These documents

provide quantifiable criteria for many of the operational and design features of each craft.
They are used to support concept development, postulate performance requirements,
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support development of mission needs statements, and provide a baseline for wargaming
and other M&S activity [2] [3].
2.2 NASA RLV Development
As identified above, the Air Force efforts are closely linked to the technology
programs and RLV development efforts within NASA. With this dependency established
it is important to understand the NASA history of RLVs and their current programs.
2.2.1

Space Shuttle
As the first reusable launch vehicle, the Space Shuttle represents a major leap in

spacelift capabilities. Since its development in the 1970s, the Shuttle Transportation
System (STS) has accomplished over 100 missions, placing more than 2.75 million
pounds of cargo into orbit. Most people are aware of the success of the STS, deploying
and repairing satellites, its instrumental role in building the International Space Station
(ISS), and the many scientific studies conducted while in orbit. But few are fully aware
of the infrastructure required and the operational practices involved in keeping this
marvel of modern science flying. While the launch, on-orbit and recovery operations,
illustrated in Figure 2-4, garner the public's attention, it is the ground operations that
make it all possible. In four major centers, Kennedy Space Center (KSC), Johnson Space
Center (JSC), Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), and Stennis Space Center (SSC),
over 1000 civil servants are employed to ensure safe operations.

Additionally,

approximately 12,500 contractors are part of the United Space Alliance, responsible for
ground processing and launch operations [24].
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Figure 2-4

Generic Shuttle Mission Profile [24]

Not only do STS ground operations required thousands of people, but also
considerable lengthy, demanding a massive supporting infrastructure. Upon return from
a mission each orbiter must undergo a thorough refurbishment routine lasting
approximately 10 weeks.

Conducted at the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF),

mechanical, fluid, electrical and thermal control systems are inspected and prepared for
another launch. Other activities include post-flight troubleshooting, payload bay removal
and reconfiguration, and complete system checkout.

The orbiters are not the only

components of the STS to undergo refurbishment. The solid rocket boosters (SRB) are
also recovered, using barges, and returned for refurbishment, as illustrated in Figures 2-5
[24].
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Figure 2-5

Solid Rocket Booster Being Returned By Barge [24]

The SRBs are moved to a cleaning area, inspected, and disassembled. From there, the
SRB motor segments are sent by rail to Utah, while the skirts are delivered to KSC to the
Assembly and Refurbishment Facility. Once the motors are reloaded with propellant,
they return to KSC, again by rail. The solid rocket boosters are then reassembled in the
massive Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB).

Figure 2-7 illustrates the solid rocket

boosters being stacked, mated to the external tank, and finally mated with the orbiter,
within the VAB. Typically, the entire stacking and mating procedure takes six weeks
[24].

Figure 2-6

Shuttle Assembly at VAB [24]
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Once the STS has been reassembled, it is rolled to the launch site, by one of two six
million pound crawlers. An additional 21 days of processing may be required at the
launch site. During this time, propellants and cryogenics are loaded, final checkouts
performed and ordinances are connected. The infrastructure necessary to support ground
operations is also considerable, as illustrated by some of the facilities at Kennedy Space
Center, in Figure 2-8 [24]. The intent of this section was not to provide a detailed
description of shuttle ground processing, but rather to provide some appreciation for the
enormous amount of effort required in ground processing.

While the Shuttle

Transportation System is a remarkable achievement, to reach the Air Force objective of
aircraft-like operation, improvements must be made.
2.2.2

Second Generation Reusable Launch Vehicle
NASA recognizes the need for improvement and has begun the necessary steps to

develop a shuttle replacement system. The Second Generation Reusable Launch Vehicle
Program plans to begin full-scale development after 2005, in order to operationally field a
system by 2012. This system hopes to improve safety by a factor of 100 and reduce
launch costs by a factor of 10.

While set designs are not yet in place, various

demonstration programs, in the form of X-Vehicles, are ongoing to mature the required
technology and allow for smoother development of the Second Generation RLV in the
coming years [48]. Descriptions of these X-Vehicle programs are contained in Chapter 3,
with fact sheets available in Appendix B.
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2.3 Introduction to Quality Initiatives
Just as the concept of a reusable military spaceplane is not new to the Air Force,
or RLV operations new to NASA, the concepts of quality are not new. As with RLVs, an
appreciation of the fundamentals of quality is necessary before continuing with analysis
or application.
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2.3.1

Origins of Modern Quality
Not only are the concepts of quality not new, they are very old. An example of

this is found in the Code of Hammurabi, dating from 2150 B.C. Contained within the
many provisions is the following, "If a builder has built a house for a man, and his work
is not strong, and the house falls in and kills the householder, that builder shall be slain"
[18]. While such penalties are frowned on in modern times, certainly the accountability,
conformance to requirements and fitness for use aspects of the code parallel modern
thoughts on quality [47]. Today, quality implies more than this early example. "Quality
is a judgment by customers or users of a product or service; it is the extent to which the
customers or users believe the product or service surpasses their needs and expectations"
[18]. The idea that the needs and expectations are not to be merely met, but surpassed, is
an essential point to modern quality. But to get to this point took many years with
multiple incarnations of quality.

During the Renaissance period in Europe,

apprenticeships and guilds were established to ensure the craftsmanship and quality of
workmanship. This was sufficient in an isolated society with little choice in builders
[18]. With the emergence of industrial society came freedom of choice for the consumer.
Manufacturers now had to compete for business, and thus had to improve quality and
lower costs.
In the United States, Scientific Management appeared as an early attempt to
achieve new levels of quality and reduced cost. Created by Frederick Taylor, Scientific
Management sought to improve worker performance through application of engineering
practices and scientific methods. Taylor stated four foundations with which management
should build their systems.
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♦
♦
♦
♦

Develop a science for each element of a man's work
Scientifically select and then train, teach and develop workman
Develop a healthy cooperation with workers
Equally divide work between management and workers [62]

Even though the focus of Taylor's efforts were on manual labor, the improved
management/worker relationship and analysis of activity he spoke of 100 years ago are
very much a part of modern quality. Other facets of quality continued to emerge in the
subsequent years. Included in this list of developments are Shewhart's statistical quality
control, Deming's Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle, statistical analysis, Pareto analysis, and the
works of Juran, Crosby, and Ishikawa [47] [62].

Largely ignored within the United

States, quality techniques emerged in the 1980s as a means to compete with the Japanese,
who had successfully incorporated quality teachings.
Today quality has spread throughout the United States, spanning across all areas
of business and gained unprecedented support. With this expansion, has come a boom in
the number of names and approaches used to achieve quality. Some of these approaches
are Total Quality Management, Zero Defects, Continuous Quality Improvement, "Faster,
Better, Cheaper", and the ISO 9000 standards, just to name a few.

With so many

approaches attempting to achieve the same basic objective, a certain level of confusion on
the part of potential users is understandable.
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CHAPTER 3 ANALYSIS
There are many techniques found within the Lean Aerospace Initiative, Six Sigma
and systems engineering which offer promise to the Air Force reusable launch vehicle
effort.

The techniques include modeling and simulation, value stream mapping,

baselining and benchmarking current systems, statistical analysis, use of integrated
product teams, requirement definition and incremental improvements. To identify those
techniques most beneficial, an analysis of the Lean Aerospace Initiative, Six Sigma and
systems engineering is conducted. Once identified, these tools are tailored for suggested
use by the Air Force reusable launch vehicle effort.
3.1 Analysis of Lean Aerospace Initiative, Six Sigma and Systems Engineering
Over the course of modern management development, there remains the goal of
achieving increased performance at reduced cost. Despite this common objective, each
modern quality initiative approaches the solution in a slightly different manner. In order
to determine how the three quality initiatives can contribute to the reusable launch
vehicle effort, an analysis of their approaches is conducted. With this analysis both
commonality and differences are identified. Those areas in common can be considered
basic truths, with a foundation in modern common sense. Where the three approaches
differ, does not suggest a falsehood, but rather an original method to achieving the
continual objective of customer satisfaction. While these solutions will be tailored for
application to the Air Force reusable launch vehicle effort, their basic methodology can
be applied to virtually any program.
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3.1.1

Choosing Lean Aerospace Initiative, Six Sigma and Systems Engineering

For this thesis, three modern quality initiatives were selected for a variety of reasons. The
Lean Aerospace Initiative (LAI) was selected for its current role within the Air Force. A
collaboration between industry, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the
Air Force, LAI represents the Air Force's plans to improve quality [54].

Jacques

Gansler, Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology, stated "I am
counting on the Lean Aerospace Initiative to play a leading role in the Revolution in
Military Affairs and the Revolution in Business Affairs" [15]. Next, the approach known
as Six Sigma was selected for its statistical basis and reputation it has gained as one of
the best-known American contributions to quality improvement [47]. The practice of
systems engineering rounds out the list of quality initiatives analyzed in this thesis.
Systems engineering was selected for its wide-spread use in technical development
programs and its awareness of architectural interdependencies.

While each of these

approaches is unique, they are also bound by a common objective some of the tools and
techniques will overlap. Furthermore, the common objective of customer satisfaction
places each of them within the collective umbrella concept of quality.

This idea is

illustrated in Figure 3-1. While LAI, Six Sigma and systems engineering were selected
for this thesis and thus represented in this figure, any of the modern quality initiatives and
approaches discussed in Chapter 2 could be represented in a similar manner. It is also
important to remember that the size of each initiative's domain and overlap among
initiatives will vary from program to program.
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Figure 3-1

Notional Representation of Modern Quality Initiatives

3.1.2 Lean Aerospace Initiative
3.1.2.1

Foundation
The Lean Aerospace Initiative traces its roots to the automotive innovation of the

Toyota Motor Company, whose remarkable production and management system was
described in the book, The Machine that Changed the World [60]. This book served as
one of the results of the International Motor Vehicle Program (IMVP) [33]. Conducted
by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) to study the automotive
manufacturing techniques used worldwide, the IMVP sparked a quest for lean and a
removal of wasteful practices in the United States. As the concepts of lean became better
understood within the aerospace community, a consortium was formed among the Air
Force, the aerospace defense industry and MIT. The Lean Aerospace Initiative (LAI)
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was formed in 1993 to identify and implement lean principles and practices in Air Force
acquisitions [33]. In a three phased approach, the LAI has conducted research, developed
and deployed tools to support implementation across every sector of Air Force
acquisition.

Currently in phase three, the LAI is seeking to eliminate barriers to

implementation, enhance the effectiveness of the national workforce, and emphasize
education of LAI principles [54].
3.1.2.2

Basic Principles
Two of the original authors of The Machine the Changed the World, Womack and

Jones, continued their advocacy of lean in the book Lean Thinking [61].

In this book

they identify five general principles to lean thinking. The first of these principles is
"value" which they defined in terms of "specific products and services having specific
capabilities offered at the specific prices to specific customers" [33]. In other words, it is
providing the right thing to the right place at the right time. The next principle is "value
stream."

The value stream for a product is all activities required to transform raw

materials into a finished product in the hands of the user. Within the value stream, all
activities are classified in one of three categories: creates value, does not create value but
is unavoidable given constraints, and has no value and can be eliminated [33]. The third
principle is "flow."

Once the waste has been removed from the value stream, the

remaining activities must work together to create a seamless flow. Small lot production
is used with single unit batch sizes as the ultimate goal [33]. Throughout the value
stream the effects of the fourth principle, "pull", are felt. The customers pull of the
product at the end of the value stream cascades up the supply chain creating a just-in-time
nature within the enterprise. Finally, there is the principle of "perfection." This is the
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realization that continuous process improvements can be made.

Therefore, product

improvement, time savings and cost reductions are ongoing activities. With these basic
principles, the Lean Aerospace Initiative has sought to improve Air Force acquisitions
and has created many tools to help realize the this goal.
3.1.2.3

Tools and Techniques
One of the first tools available to organizations seeking lean was the Lean

Enterprises Model (LEM).

This systematic framework encompasses the above

mentioned principles and was generated from research-based benchmarking. With over
sixty identified enabling practices contained within twelve overarching practices; the
LEM is designed to assess the leanness of an organization or process [32].

The

overarching and enabling practices of the Lean Enterprise Model can be found in
Appendix A. Another useful technique is found within the basic principles themselves.
By mapping the value stream of a process, an organization can readily identify those
areas of waste.

This enhanced understanding is essential to process improvement.

Recently the LAI has developed "Transitioning To A Lean Enterprise: A Guide for
Leaders", a three volume set of information about lean that detail activities for
implementation and outlines potential barriers [33].

The Lean Enterprise Self-

Assessment Tool (LESAT) is currently in development. This assessment is designed for
leadership to gain understanding of how effectively their organization is integrating the
concepts of lean within their core and supporting processes. It must be stressed that the
benefit of such a tool is not in the score received, but from the objective insight gained
and the additional knowledge of how to achieve lean [31].
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3.1.3
3.1.3.1

Six Sigma
Foundation
Six Sigma emerged as the management principle responsible for the dramatic

change in Motorola in the 1980s. Through the use of Six Sigma, Motorola transformed
itself from a company on the verge of requiring government support to a company
receiving the first ever Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award in 1988 [20]. In 1981,
Motorola senior management committed to improve overall quality tenfold.

They

decided to track the single metric of "total defects" and through statistical analysis
managed to reduce waste, increase profits and reshape their entire organization [47].
With the opening of the Six Sigma Academy in 1994, this initiative has improved the
profit margins of many companies, including General Electric, Allied Signal, DuPont
Chemical, and Polaroid. Originally only applied to the manufacturing sector, General
Electric was the first to apply Six Sigma to services. The improvements at General
Electric, since the introduction of Six Sigma, have been exceptional, including an 11%
growth in revenue and a 13% growth in earnings [21].
3.1.3.2

Basic Principles
The meaning of Six Sigma comes from statistics and the incredibly small

percentage found under a normal curve, beyond six standard deviations from the mean.
Changes in the various level of standard deviation are depicted in Figure 3-1. If defects
can be confined to this small percentage, less time and money will be consumed
correcting problems, customers will be more satisfied and profits will increase.
Achieving this level of production is not easy. Traditionally, companies accept three or
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four sigma performance despite the fact that this creates between 63 to 2700 problems per
million opportunities [44].

-95.46 PERCENT■ 99.73 PERCENT ■
• 99.9937 PERCENT- 99.999943 PERCENT-99.9999998 PERCENT -

Figure 3-1

Typical Areas Under the Normal Curve [20]

Six Sigma is more than just statistical analysis. It is a long term, forward thinking
initiative to fundamentally change the way a corporation does business. Additionally, it
expands the normal scope of quality efforts to put the emphasis on economic value for
the customer and the supplier [21].
3.1.3.3

Tools and Techniques
Naturally, with an initiative named for a statistical region under a curve, Six

Sigma relies heavily on statistical analysis and measurement. But to accomplish this
level of performance requires other tools and techniques.
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Pyzdek notes that the

techniques of Six Sigma are not new but rather are the tried and true methods proven over
many decades [44]. Six Sigma trains a small group of change agents in a handful of
proven quality methods and places them throughout the organization. These change
agents are broken into different levels, based on their experience, skill with Six Sigma
techniques, and level within the organization [21]. Some of the most important of these
change agents are those in senior level leadership positions.

Since the actions of Six

Sigma will cut across typical organizational boundaries, only senior leadership can
successfully implement this approach [44]. The tools that these change agents utilize are
applied within the "Breakthrough Strategy."

This strategy differs slightly for each

segment of a corporation employing Six Sigma [21].

The business and operations

perspectives on the "Breakthrough Strategy" are given in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1

R

Six Sigma Breakthrough Strategy [21]

Business Perspective
Recognize the true states of your business

Define what plans must be in place to realize
improvements
M Measure the business systems that support the
plans
A Analyze the gaps inn system performance
benchmarks
I Improve system elements to achieve
performance goals
C Control system-level characteristics that are
critical to value
S Standardize the systems that prove to be bestin-class
I Integrate best-in-class systems into the strategic
planning framework
D

Operations Perspective
Recognize operational issues that link to key
business systems
Define Six Sigma projects to resolve
operational issues
Measure performance on the Six Sigma projects
Analyze project performance in relation to
operational goals
Improve Six Sigma project management system
Control inputs to project management system
Standardize best-in-class management system
practices
Integrate standardized Six Sigma practices into
policies and procedures

One of the more understated techniques of Six Sigma is the realization that incremental
steps must be used on the path toward achieving the desired level of performance. When
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Motorola earned the Malcolm Baldridge Award in 1988, they had not yet achieved a six
sigma level of performance. In fact their goal was to reach six sigma four years later in
1992 [47]. This approach is reiterated in the practice of focussing financial achievement
in 12-month increments [21]. The final technique of Six Sigma introduced in this thesis
is benchmarking. Through the use of benchmarking, companies can gain a competitive
edge over competition.

Companies utilizing Six Sigma view benchmarking as an

essential tool and use it as a stepping stone for greater success. Six Sigma defines three
types of benchmarking.

First, internal benchmarking focuses on common practices

among diverse functions within the same company. For example the supply practices of
the accounting department may be compared with the supply practices of the engineering
department. The second type of benchmarking is competitive and obviously focuses on
the practices used by competitors within the same industry. Finally, there is functional
benchmarking.

Similar to internal benchmarking, functional expands the range of

comparison to other companies, regardless of industry [21].
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Systems Engineering
Foundation
Unlike LAI and Six Sigma, which emerged from private industry, systems

engineering (SE) began within government projects [22]. Built on the best practices of
the 1940s, 50s and early 60s, systems engineering was essential to the success of early
national satellite systems of the 1960s. Additionally, systems engineering shares many
common practices with the highly effective Lockheed Skunk Works, responsible for such
aircraft as the U-2 and SR-71 in the late 1950s and early 60s [14]. While initiated for
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large, complex, multidisciplinary government projects, use of systems engineering has
spread throughout industry, to large and small businesses [22]. Today, the International
Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) seeks to refine systems engineering and
advocate its use [23].
3.1.4.2

Basic Principles
While there is ongoing discussion on what exactly constitutes systems

engineering, a few key points are universally accepted [30].

INCOSE offers the

following to the question "What is Systems Engineering".
"Systems Engineering is an interdisciplinary approach and means
to enable the realization of successful systems. It focuses on defining
customer needs and required functionality early in the development cycle,
documenting requirements, then proceeding with design synthesis and
system validation while considering the complete problem" [23].
It seems natural that an organization seeking to successfully complete a complex
challenge would utilize both an interdisciplinary approach and early requirement
definition. Martin simply states "systems engineering is really about common sense"
[30]. Beyond direct application, systems engineering offers a way to see past individual
components, to see their interactions and the system as a whole [22].
3.1.4.3

Tools and Techniques
With such a broad definition of systems engineering it is not surprising that within

systems engineering there lies a wide variety of tools. The objective here is not to list all
possible tools and techniques available to systems engineers, but rather to highlight a few
of the key ones.
requirements.

Above all, the systems engineering processes are driven by

That is, throughout the project cycle, requirements are kept in the
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forefront, shaping all actions [14]. This is best illustrated by the "Vee" model of the
project cycle in Figure 3-2.

Demonstrate and
Validate System
> User Validation Plan

Understand User
Requirements, Develop
System Concept and
Validation Plan

Figure 3-2

Systems Engineering "Vee" Diagram [14]

Once understood and agreed to, the requirements are placed under project control and
subsequently serve to develop system ideas and specifications. Another model often used
in systems engineering is the spiral model. In the spiral model, the basic methodologies
of systems engineering are repeated throughout the life of a project.

On successive

iterations, design features are improved and defined from an initial concept to a final
operational product. The spiral model is of particular use early in development to help
determine what other models and techniques should be used for a given project [30].
Knowing that a system is complex, cutting across many disciplines, the use of integrated
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teams is critical. Forsberg and Mooz cite the Clementine and Mars Pathfinder projects as
two that effectively employed co-located integrated product teams.

Their respective

project managers deemed the use of these teams essential to project success [14]. Under
the guidelines of the given constraints, each area must work with the other to balance
their own requirements in order to obtain the most optimal design.

Modeling and

simulation are also frequently used in the systems engineering process and is useful in the
identification and validation of requirements and the exploration of potential concepts.
The tool-set available to systems engineering is virtually endless. Furthermore, it is the
tailoring of existing tools and models, which makes systems engineering flexible and
applicable to such a wide range of projects [14].
A summary of some of the salient features of the three quality initiatives
discussed is provided in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2
Lean Aerospace
Initiative
Foundation

Basic Principles

The Machine that
Changed the World
Remove all wasteful
operations and processes

Six Sigma

Systems Engineering

Motorola Corporation

Government Projects

Reduce defects and
process variability

Examine the system in its
larger context and achieve
optimal balance between
system elements

Process's are requirement
driven
Spiral
Development
Incremental Improvements
Value Stream
Co-located teams and IPTs
Benchmarking
LESAT
Simulation Tools
Change Agents
Transitioning to a Lean
Enterprise
Lean Enterprise Model

Tools,
Techniques and
Models

Summary of Quality Initiatives

"Breakthrough Strategy"
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3.1.5

Similarities and Crossovers
With the shared goal of improved quality, faster and cheaper development, it is

not surprising that the three modern quality initiatives discussed have some commonality
in the principles, tools and techniques to achieve this goal.
3.1.5.1

Top Level Leadership
All three initiatives state the importance of senior management leading the way.

With the Lean Aerospace Initiative this fact is clearly spelled out in "Transitioning To a
Lean Enterprise: A Guide for Leaders". In order for the transition to be successful it
must be lead by top management, who fully embrace and commit to the ideas of lean and
who are open minded to new concepts that may seem counter-intuitive [33].

This

matches very well with the statements of Six Sigma on the importance of leadership.
"Successful performance improvement must begin with senior leadership.

Start by

providing senior leadership with training in the principles and tools they need to prepare
their organization for success" [44]. The role of the leader is to develop an infrastructure
to support Six Sigma and remove barriers to experimentation and change. Leadership is
also critical in systems engineering. As discussed earlier, since systems engineering calls
for the use of integrated teams spanning beyond normal organizational boundaries, it is
up to management to facilitate this activity. Additionally, the empowerment of project
managers and subsystem managers was deemed one of the top five reasons for the
success of the Clementine and Mars Pathfinder projects [14]. This level of empowerment
can only come from executive management. Furthermore, within the context of systems
engineering, part of the role of leadership is to clearly state and achieve consensus on
requirements, which are critical to further system engineering efforts.
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3.1.5.2

Spiral Development/Incremental Improvements
Another trait common among all three initiatives is the concept of incremental or

spiral development. Previously identified under "Tools and Techniques" of both Six
Sigma and systems engineering, incremental development is also an enabling practice
with the Lean Enterprise Model [32]. Under the overarching practice of "Maximize
Stability in a Changing Environment", the shorter timelines associated with an
incremental approach allows for manageable improvements not as susceptible to
unwanted outside influence.

Simply put, to effect dramatic change within an

organization takes time and if attempted all at once would be too large an undertaking.
However, if the steps towards improvement are divided into more tangible and
achievable objectives, success, albeit incremental, is more obtainable regardless of the
quality approach being used.
3.1.5.3

Modeling and Simulation
Modeling and simulation plays an important role in both LAI and systems

engineering.

As discussed earlier, modeling and simulation is used in the system

engineering process to validate requirements and explore potential concepts. Similarly in
LAI, modeling and simulation is used to permit understanding and evaluation of the flow
process [32]. This provides insight to the value stream and identifies critical linkages and
areas of potential waste.
3.1.5.4

Integrated Product Teams
Also utilized by both LAI and systems engineering, integrated product teams

provide the project manager with a balanced solution. The importance of integrated
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teams was already discussed and is exemplified by the comments made by the project
managers of the Clementine and Mars Pathfinder projects [14]. An overarching practice
within the Lean Enterprise Model, "Implement Integrated Product and Process
Development," calls for the use of people knowledgeable on all areas of the product's life
cycle [32]. Perhaps the largest area of agreement between LAI and systems engineering,
the first enabling practice identified under this overarching practice, is for those seeking
lean to use a systems engineering approach in product design and development [32].
More than a mere overlap, the recognition of SE within the framework of LAI highlights
a necessity to utilize multiple approaches to achieve improved quality. Here, LAI is
stating the use of basic SE principles, such as requirement definition, problem solving
techniques and big picture approach, can be of particular benefit. This obvious overlap is
strengthened by the next enabling practice calling for the establishment of clear
requirements. Recall that requirements shape the entire systems engineering process [14].
3.1.5.5

Value Stream Analysis
Although not specifically called out within Six Sigma, the concept of the value

stream is applicable to all three of the modern quality initiatives discussed here. In order
to reduce defects, Six Sigma identifies and attempts to remove costs that provide no value
to the customer [44]. To identify these non-beneficial costs, some level of value stream
mapping must be conducted. Recall from the previous discussion of the Lean Aerospace
Initiative that the value stream is all activities required to transform raw materials into a
finished product in the hands of the user [33]. Weiss and Warmkessel further break the
product value stream into four component value streams as illustrated in Figure 3-3 [59].
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Market
Development
Value Stream

Product
Development
Value Stream

Product
Production
Value Stream

Deployment
&
Support
Value Stream

Figure 3-3

Components of Product Value Stream [59]

Focussing on the Product Development Value Stream (PDVS), they add that the systems
engineering process provides a structured method for analysis.
"The SE elements of requirements analysis and baseline validation are
applied to developing the specification of the required value. Functional
analysis is used to identify all the necessary activities and develop the
optional sequence arrangements of these to achieve the end product.
Synthesis trades those options against criteria generated to minimize
interfaces and eliminate unnecessary activities. This step also trades the
forms that will be used to communicate the tasks and their relationships
within the value stream. Finally, verification and validation looks again at
the PDVS to optimize flow and ensure that performing the specified tasks
in the network will provide the specified value. Many times this involves
an iterative process" [59].
The example of using the systems engineering process to aid in the definition of LAI
concept of value stream mapping, effectively illustrates that the quality initiatives are not
mutually exclusive, but rather operate very well together, each contributing to the others
effectiveness. This cooperative approach is summarized in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-3

Application of Systems Engineering Process to PDVS [59]
LAI PDVS Application
Establish specific product values. Include not only
performance characteristics, but also broader aspect
of value such as availability and appeal to user.
Assess product values against enterprise value
expectations
Define the specific tasks necessary to provide the
specified value. Develop the options for sequences of
task execution.
Perform trades on options. Develop the full task
network looking for ways to eliminate unnecessary
activities and reduce number of interfaces and long
feedback loops.
Review PDVS to optimize flow and ensure that it
produces product value in an effective way that is
consistent with enterprise constraints.

Systems Engineering Process Elements
1. Requirements Analysis

2. Requirements Baseline Validation
3. Functional Analysis

4. Synthesis

5. Verification/Validation

3.1.5.6

Requirements Definition
As illustrated in the previous section, there is a direct connection between LAI

and systems engineering in the area of requirements. The requirements analysis and
verification found in systems engineering are beneficial to the processes of LAI and value
stream mapping. Early, clear definition of requirements is essential for any project,
regardless of the management approaches being used. Requirements provide the goals
that guide a project through the various stages of development [ 14].
3.1.5.7

Benchmarking
Found within LAI, Six Sigma and systems engineering, benchmarking is an

essential tool for programs seeking to improve beyond current levels or seek to achieve
"world-class" levels. The importance of benchmarking to Six Sigma has already been
discussed, in the "tools and techniques" section of Six Sigma.

Within LAI,

benchmarking is an enabling practice in the Lean Enterprise Model [32].
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The

International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) has established a working
group to identify examples of "world-class" and best practices, to aid future systems
engineering efforts [30].

Without doubt, benchmarking is a universally encouraged

practice and belongs in the tool-set to aid reusable launch vehicle development.
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CHAPTER 4 APPLICATION
With a basic understanding of the tools and techniques employed by the Lean
Aerospace Initiative, Six Sigma and systems engineering, as well as identification of
those areas of overlap between the three quality initiatives, those tools can now be
applied to the problem of reusable launch vehicle development. Because of a strong
foundation in common sense and infusion within modern engineering teachings, many of
the tools are already in place within the Air Force and NASA efforts. Beyond the initial
implementation, additional incorporation of these tools appears to offer considerable
benefit to the Air Force in their quest for a military spaceplane.
4.1 Modeling and Simulation
Recommended in the SE and LAI approaches, modeling and simulation (M&S)
provide many benefits to the program team, especially in the early stages of development.
Several examples exist of the use of M&S within the current RLV development efforts.
One such example is the AFRL Human Effectiveness Group in Mesa Arizona that has
developed simulators to test human in the loop operations for close proximity missions of
the SMV. These simulations are useful in determining the level of autonomy required,
the number of sensors needed to provide adequate situational awareness for operators and
the level of skill and training those operators require to handle the SMV in orbit [58].
Often a modeling and simulation effort is performed in conjunction with other
sets of analysis. This was the case with the military utility analysis (MUA) conducted by
the Developmental Planning Directorate of the Space and Missile Systems Center
(SMC/XR) and the Aerospace Corporation. Completed in 1999 for Air Force Space
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Command (AFSPC), the MUA examines not only a modeling and simulation effort, but
also a mission analysis, technical assessment and life cycle cost analysis [49].
The modeling and simulation portion, of the MUA, included campaign level
modeling using the System Effectiveness Analysis Simulation (SEAS) and Thunder
programs. The contribution of a fleet of SMVs operated to support of fictitious theater
operations, set in 2015, was assessed. This analysis is useful in determining decision,
deployment and operational timelines to effectively utilize SMVs. Additionally, this
information can be used to help develop requirements for fleet size, turn around times
and first stage responsiveness.
The human in the loop work performed by AFRL and the military utility analysis
conducted by SMC/XR and the Aerospace Corporation are two examples of how
modeling and simulation are currently being used in the development of reusable launch
vehicles. Both examine different aspects of the SMV to advance the understanding of
operational issues and requirements. The MUA highlights the fact that modeling and
simulation are not performed in isolation, but rather are conducted as part of a larger
analysis effort. As identified by the Lean Aerospace Initiative and systems engineering,
modeling and simulation can offer considerable benefits to a program and, as illustrated
in these two examples, is an integral part of the current reusable launch vehicle
development effort.
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4.1.1

Issues in Application
There are a few key points that must be remembered when using modeling and

simulation in development efforts. First, the models and simulations used are only as
good as the information provided. Great care must be taken to insure the accuracy of
data, as it is currently known. Only with proper data input and skillful analysis will
relevant, realistic and useful results emerge. Furthermore, the models and simulations
represent only a basic understanding of reality. Many complex interactions cannot be
captured to match real world circumstances. For this reason, the results of M&S must be
understood in their context, with full knowledge of the assumptions and limitations
imposed.

While modeling and simulation can be very useful in validating system

requirements and refining concepts of operations, they are merely an input into the
decision making process and not a substitute for thoughtful, well informed decision
making.
4.1.2 Recommendations
The current modeling and simulation analyses under the Air Force SOV and SMV
development efforts are on the right track. Further M&S activity should continue in a
similar manner. Future M&S activities should help further refine requirements and begin
to provide further insight into all aspects of MSP operations. While a great deal of
attention is paid to the capabilities and on-orbit operations of systems, the ground and
support infrastructure is equally important. At least part of the future M&S efforts should
concentrate on the supporting operations of the SOV and SMV systems. With continued
modeling and simulation activity, the Air Force can continue to define the characteristics
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and capabilities of the SOV and SMV systems, which will serve to gain increased support
from top-level decision makers.
4.2 Baseline Current System
Found within elements of all three modern quality initiatives, examining a
baseline system can be very beneficial in the development of subsequent programs.
Within the LEM, the enabling practice of performing benchmarking acknowledges the
presence of other systems and recommends learning from their experiences [32]. The
benchmarking activities found within Six Sigma also serve to define a baseline level of
performance [21].

In order to develop the requirements used within the systems

engineering process a basic understanding of current capabilities is critical [30]. While
the Air Force does not operate an existing military spaceplane, the Shuttle Transportation
System (STS) operated by NASA is the first generation of reusable launch vehicles and
offers a wealth of information for future development.
In 1997 the Space Propulsion Synergy Team (SPST) developed "A Guide for the
Design of Highly Reusable Space Transportation" [51]. The SPST was comprised of
professionals from NASA, industry and academia. The guide was developed to help
designers and decision makers focus on key factors and relationships in order to produce
more responsive, dependable and affordable systems. They developed sets of desirable
design and program features from the existing shuttle system and team member
experience.

To rank each recommendation the team utilized the Quality Function

Deployment (QFD) technique. Figure 4-1 identifies the top 20 recommended design
features. The score along the horizontal axis represents each recommendation QFD score
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and is used for ranking purposes only. The pluses and minuses (+, -) to the right of each
recommendation indicate whether an increase or decrease in that factor is called for. A
complete listing of all design and program features is located in Appendix D.
TOP 20 DESIGN FEATURES
l # of toxic fluids (-)
—] System margin (+)
—i # of systems with BIT BITE {*)
g # of confined spaces on vehicles (.)
I Hours for turnaround {between launches) {-)
I #of different propulsion systems {-}
I # of unique stages (flight and ground) (-)
# of active ground systems required for servicing {-)
HU # of purges required (flight and ground) (-)
Zl § of components with demonstrated high reliability {+)
# of potential leakage / connection sources {-)
# of active systems required to maintain a safe vehicle {-)
% of propulsion system automated (+)
# of hands on activities req'd {-)
1 # of active components req'd to function including fight ops {-}
I Technology readiness levels (+)
3 # of different fluids In system (-)
2 Mass Fraction {+)
I # of systems requiring monitoring due to hazards {-)
Ü # of parts (different, backup» complex} (-)

rrsmism*- .-„-.afe-306
SCOBS

Figure 4-1

Top 20 Desired Design Features for Reusable Launch Vehicles [51]

Topping the list of desired design features is a reduction in the number of
different toxic fluids used in both flight and ground operations. As a benchmark the
shuttle utilizes ten different toxic fluids, from the hypergolic fuels used in the auxiliary
power units (APU) to the waterproofing agents used for the tile thermal protection system
(TPS). These toxic fluids are significant contributors to the number of keepout zones,
which prevent the execution of other work and require costly infrastructure support. The
guide offers several improvement techniques, from simply using different fuels, to the
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use of batteries instead of fuels to provide power, improvements in thermal systems, and
a switch to electronic actuators from the current hydraulic versions. The guide provides
descriptions, shuttle benchmarks and recommendations for improvement for each of the
64 design features and 18 programmatic features [51].
A second example of Space Shuttle benchmarking is the work completed by
Robert Johnson, Chief of Fluids, Mechanics and Structures branch at Kennedy Space
Center (KSC) [26]. Utilized by the SOV technology office of AFRL, this work focuses
on baselining the current operational architecture and making recommendations on how
to reduce the time required preparing a space vehicle for its next launch. Many of the
recommendations, such as reduction of toxic fluids and increases use of automated builtin-tests (BITs), are also included in "A Guide for the Design of Highly Reusable Space
Transportation" [25]. The inclusion of manpower and time factors in this analysis makes
it particularly useful when trying to reduce operational timelines to achieve the Air Force
desire of airplane-like operation. Another example of recommendations is improvements
in the design of line replaceable units (LRU). On the shuttle, some LRU replacements
require the removal of LRUs in perfect working condition, which would not otherwise be
touched. This removal causes each LRU to be re-tested and revalidated, drastically
increasing the time required between launch. With a more accessible design, the LRUs
could be replaced with minimal impact to other systems. The goal is to design LRUs
"one deep," with no other system needing to be touched [26].
These two examples of shuttle baselining provide some insight to the benefits of
such activity. With a thorough understanding of current capabilities and limitations, the
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designers of future systems can avoid the mistakes made in the past and provide new
levels of performance, reliability, time and cost savings.
4.2.1

Issues in Application
Benchmarking and baselining are sound and universally accepted practices to

identify the best aspects of existing operations and to determine what areas of current
systems require improvement.

Care must be taken to understand what aspects of

operation need to be overhauled to ensure improved performance.

It is simply not

enough to copy existing operations or pick-and-choose between a handful of operational
practices. Each aspect of a benchmarked operation needs to work together to provide a
coherent operational system.
4.2.2 Recommendations
The Space Shuttle has provided an excellent source for benchmarking.

The

meticulous inspection of every aspect of shuttle operations has provided a wealth of
information for future MSP development. This type of analysis should continue, but may
not fulfill all the needs of MSP development.

As identified within Six Sigma,

benchmarking of dissimilar systems and operations can also provide a great deal of
knowledge [21].

Additional benchmarking activity should focus on systems that

currently employ the fast paced, dynamic operations sought the SOV and SMV systems.
As an example, since airplane-like operations are the goal of the Air Force MSP
programs, flight-line operations would serve as a good benchmark. The incredibly fast
operations of an automotive "pit" crew may also provide useful information in ground
operations.

While this may seem far-fetched, the importance of understanding that
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potential improvements may come from a variety of sources, some unexpected, cannot be
overstated.
4.3 Spiral Development/Incremental Improvements
As discussed earlier, all three quality initiatives suggest an incremental or spiral
approach to system development. This recommendation is being implemented within the
NASA efforts and translates to the Air Force development. With the Space Shuttle as a
first generation RLV, NASA anticipates many generations of RLVs; each subsequent
system improving performance and reliability over the last, as illustrated in Figures 4-2
and 4-3.

Reusable Launch Vehicles (RLVs)

today: Spae# SKuftlte
1st Generation RLV
a Orbital -SctemBfic Platform
■ Satellite Retrieval and Repair
m Satellite Deployment

2Ö1Ö: 2nd Generation RLV
■ Space TranspcrSafiora
■ Rendewoos, Docking, Crew Transfer
■ °»h*r <■"■«* «p»«*»"
«tSS Orbital Sci«tffle Platform
at 1 OK Cheaper

■ iKteSal«

24125: 3rd Generation RLV
■■ New? Markets Enabled
■ Multiple Wa&forros; Destinations

■ 100x Cheaper

HQ40; 4th Generation 8I*V
■ Routine f*»$ung«r Spaee Travel
■ 1,000x1 Cheaper
■ 2ö.00tk Safer

Figure 4-2

Planned Multigenerational RLV Development at NASA [29]
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As NASA's Reusable Launch Vehicle web page explains:
"The Space Shuttle is the first generation reusable launch system
and represents only a part of what is possible in space. NASA's first goal
is to develop the technology for a second generation RLV that is ten times
less expensive and ten times more safe. NASA's investment in airframe
and propulsion technologies and the demonstration of those technologies
on the X-33, X-34 and X-37 experimental vehicles will accomplish this
goal. A third generation RLV will enable new markets, provide a
platform for new destinations and will be 100 times less expensive and
100 times safer. The plan for developing the new technologies needed to
meet requirements for the third generation is called Spaceliner 100" [29].

Figure 4-3

RLV Generational Features [29]

The Second Generation Reusable Launch Vehicle Program, headquartered at
Marshall Space Flight Center, is in the early phase of program development. Learning
from problems experienced during the Space Shuttle development, NASA has increased
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the preparation done prior to full-scale development.

Extra work done early will

demonstrate that the technology needed has matured to the required levels. With a "techfreeze" scheduled for 2005, NASA hopes development will continue smoothly until
initial operations begin, around 2012. The use of a "tech freeze" means technologies
developed after 2005 will not be included in the initial production of the Second
Generation Reusable Launch Vehicle. Upgrades to the current shuttle fleet will extend
the life of the STS until the replacement vehicle is ready to begin operation [48].
The Air Force is looking to capitalize on NASAs efforts, by placing the
capabilities of the Space Operations Vehicle between the second and third generation
RLVs [17]. This will allow the Air Force to benefit from the technical advancements
made for the second generation RLV while preserving some technological superiority
over non-military systems. The SOV plans a "tech freeze" around 2010 with an initial
operational capability in 2014 [16].

The incremental approach is not confined to

complete systems, but is also present in the development activities used to mature the
technologies necessary for those systems. By partnering with NASA on some of the
various X-Vehicle programs, the Air Force is able to include its unique requirements in
current technology programs with minimal financial expenditure [58].
The most ambitious of these technology demonstration programs is the X-33.
Developed under a joint agreement between NASA and Lockheed Martin's Skunk
Works, the X-33 will demonstrate the technology required for a future single-stage-toorbit (SSTO) RLV [39]. The X-33 is planned to conduct 15 autonomous sub-orbital
missions reaching speeds over 19,000 kilometers per hour in the coming years. Among
the many technologies being demonstrated are composite fuel tanks, linear aerospike
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engines, advanced thermal protection systems (TPS), and integrated Global Positioning
System (GPS) guidance. The linear aerospike engine is not a new concept, but until
recently has been too technically challenging to build and operate. The basic concept is
to use the airflow surrounding the rocket's exhaust as the nozzle. This will allow the
engine to be 75% smaller than standard engines, a necessary size and weight
improvement required for SSTO. The wedge shaped, wingless design of the X-33 is an
evolution from earlier lifting body experiments conducted between the Air Force and
NASA [39].
A more modest demonstrator, the X-34 will advance flight and data testing as
well as ground operations. The X-34 is an unpiloted, winged vehicle being developed by
Orbital Sciences Corporation. The first of three planned vehicles is unpowered and
serves as a structural test vehicle in drop tests from an L-1011. The following two
vehicles will be powered sub-orbital flights reaching speeds of Mach 8 and altitudes of 80
kilometers.

The program's objectives include demonstrating new lightweight

composites, a new thermal protection system, new avionics, rapid turnaround/re-flight
capability, inclement weather landings, and performance of the FASTRAC engine [40].
Unlike the X-33 and X-34, which are sub-orbital demonstrators, the X-37 will
eventually conduct orbital tests [36]. The X-37 is being developed as a 50/50 cooperative
agreement between NASA and Boeing with an additional $16 million being contributed
by the Air Force. With a total program cost of $173 million, the Mach 25 vehicle will
demonstrate 41 airframe, propulsion and operational technologies [8]. Similar to the X34, the first tests will be unpowered drop tests from a B-52. These tests are planned to
begin in 2001, with orbital powered tests in 2002 and 2003. The orbital versions will be
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released from the Space Shuttle, remain in orbit for several days performing tests, reenter
the atmosphere and land like an airplane [41]. The X-37 is a 120% scale derivative of the
X-40A, also built by Boeing for the Air Force. The X-40A is a prototype design of the
Space Maneuver Vehicle and does not utilize the advanced thermal protection materials,
rocket engine and experiment bay found on the X-37. From the X-37 point of view, the
X-40A testing is seen as a risk mitigation step [10]. The production of the X-37 is also
an example of the combination of many sound techniques. As Dave Manly, Boeing
Phantom Works X-37 program manager stated in a 1999 Space Daily report:
"Through Phantom Works, we are able to apply best practices and
approaches from across Boeing—in this case, rapid prototyping, lean
manufacturing, avionics, and three-dimensional modeling and simulation
- to help us improve the affordability, quality and performance of this
product" [8].
Figure 4-4 illustrates the variety in design present among the X-33, X-34 and X-37
vehicles.

Figure 4-4

X-33, X-34 and X-37 [64]

NASA is also developing other X-vehicles that may serve to advance the
development of reusable launch vehicles. The X-38 is a prototype for a crew return
vehicle (CRV) designed to act as a lifeboat for crewmembers of the International Space
Station [42]. The X-43 is a scramjet-powered aircraft developed to advance hypersonic
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flight technologies [43].

Appendix B contains NASA factsheets on each of the X-

vehicles discussed.
4.3.1

Issues in Application
Without question, the use of X-Vehicles and the plan for multiple generations of

reusable launch vehicle systems are a superb use of spiral development/incremental
improvements technique advocated by all three quality initiatives. Recent experience in
the various X-Vehicle programs provides additional guidelines for the use of this
technique. The technologies being demonstrated must be reasonably limited in scope.
Of course, they must push the current boundaries of technology, but a single program
should not attempt to push too many technologies at once. Both the X-34 and X-37
represent programs with a reasonable scope. Their efforts are on schedule and appear to
demonstrate the intended level of technology development. This is not the case with the
X-33. Nearly two years behind schedule; the X-33 is in danger of failing to perform a
single test flight [37]. Many, including a former X-33 designer and a congressional
staffer, are critical of the high-risk high-payoff strategy employed on the X-33. In a
recent CNN news article, Dave Urie, a former designer on the X-33 program, stated "It
was in my view a mistake to abandon well-known and well-tested technology." The
article also quotes Tim Kyger, a former congressional staffer, as stating, "I think the X-33
will never fly, and I'm not alone in that opinion" [37]. Jerry Grey, editor-at-large of
Aerospace America, had this to say about the X-33 setbacks:
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"What went wrong? The first, and by far the most important, flaw
in the program was the original requirement that it provide SSTO
capability. The key features in lowering costs of a space launch system—
which was the program's main goal—are reusability and operational
simplicity. Imposing the SSTO requirement exacerbated the technical
risk. The budget was simply inadequate for the level of technology
development needed" [19].
In order to achieve the necessary weight limits to achieve SSTO, the X-33 must utilize
new oddly shaped composite fuel tanks and the un-flown linear aerospike engine. Both
systems represent new technology developments, which have led to considerable cost and
schedule overruns [37]. The technical challenges associated with SSTO are understood
within the Air Force SOV effort. The technical readiness of a SSTO design is considered
"on the ragged edge" by William Gillard, Program Manager of the Space Operations
Vehicle Technology Office [16]. For this reason, the Air Force is favoring a two-stageto-orbit (TSTO) design utilizing more mature technologies for its proposed SOV. All this
is not to say that SSTO will never be realized. Rather, the current technology levels do
not support such operations. But, with modest, steady technology programs, such a
system may be realized in the third generation of reusable launch vehicles.
Another issue related to the multigenerational approach exists within the Air
Force SMV development. As stated in the SMV CONOPS, the SMV will act to further
clarify issues for future SOV development [5], Inherent in this stepping stone role of the
SMV lies a delicate balance. The SMV must, in and of itself, demonstrate sufficient
military utility to justify procurement. However, it must also demonstrate a necessity for
the space operations vehicle, or the much larger, more expensive SOV may never
proceed beyond the planning stage. During the Space Maneuver Vehicle Military Utility
Analysis conducted by SMC/XR and the Aerospace
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Corporation,

first-stage

responsiveness was identified as a driving factor in the utility of a SMV [49]. With this
fact established, MSP supporters may face a difficult challenge advocating SMV
development without an SOV and potentially face further difficulty advocating for the
SOV after the SMV is developed.
4.3.2 Recommendations
The use of X-vehicles as technology demonstrators and the multigenerational
approach to RLV development are good examples of the application of spiral
development/incremental improvements, and should continue at a modest pace. Overly
ambitious projects like the X-33 will likely not yield the benefits of more manageable
programs such as the X-34 and X-37.

Once the technologies required for RLV

development are demonstrated in the various X-vehicles, they must transition to
operational systems. Plans need to be established to insure this transition of technology
from test to operations is a smooth one. With a high degree of similarity between the X37 and SMV, the transition for this system will likely occur with little incident. The
transitions required for the SOV system will require greater attention, because of the
complexity of the SOV system. Working closely with NASA on the second generation
RLV can help alleviate this technology transition.
4.4 Integrated Product Teams
Strongly advocated within both LAI and SE, the use of integrated product teams
(TPTs) has become essential in the development of complex modern systems.

This

practice is adopted by the Air Force. The MSP IPT is comprised of members throughout
the Air Force. Included in this integrated team are representatives from AFRL, SMC,
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and AFSPC. Together they serve the roles of MSP advocate, end user, developer and
analysts [58]. With most of the technology development conducted within NASA, this
team continues the long-standing and mutually beneficial tradition of the Air
Force/NASA partnership. In fact the Air Force liaison to NASA on RLV issues, serves
as the Deputy Program Manager for the X-37. These partnerships are an excellent step
towards integrating the MSP effort within NASA and the Air Force, but researches of
previous development efforts might suggest further action. As identified by Forsberg and
Mooz, one of the reasons the Clementine and Mars Pathfinder projects were so successful
was the use of co-located IPTs [14]. The current Air Force IPT is anything but colocated. With the SMV office in Albuquerque NM, the SOV office in Dayton OH,
AFSPC in Colorado Springs CO, and SMC in Los Angeles CA, the IPT is spread
throughout the CONUS.

Spread out, they cannot take advantage of the rapid

communication, shared knowledge and improved cooperation found with co-location.
4.4.1

Issues in Application
Conventional wisdom regarding integrated product teams, is that to maximize

effectiveness they should be co-located [14]. The current location diversity of the MSP
IPT seems to be a product of the organizational structure of the Air Force itself. With
operational commands, such as AFSPC, providing concepts of operation, Material
Command providing acquisitions, and AFRL supporting technology demonstration,
physical separation in development of new programs is standard. This separation is
compounded by the unique nature of the SOV system. Operating for part of its mission
in the atmosphere, the SOV may require air-breathing propulsion. Development of air-
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breathing systems is conducted at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Meanwhile, the
SMV will operate almost exclusively in orbit, and therefore development efforts occur at
Los Angeles Air Force Base and Kirtland Air Force Base. This would seem to be a major
and unnecessary hurdle to impose on RLV development. However, because the current
role of the RLV effort is advocating reusable launch vehicle development, this physical
separation is actually advantageous. With small teams located throughout the Air Force,
support can be won across a broad base of Air Force decision-makers. Once the goahead decision is made, however, development should continue from a single program
office.
4.4.2 Recommendation
With the space procurement and operations separated into two major commands
within the Air Force, the current MSP EPT structure is appropriate. Recent events suggest
that the split nature of space development and operations may not be ideal and could
undergo significant transformation. In the January 2001 "Report of the Commission to
Assess United States National Security Space Management and Organization" it was
recommended that the Space and Missile Systems Center be reassigned from Air Force
Materiel Command to Air Force Space Command [45]. Such an action would "create a
strong center of advocacy for space..." and would translate to improved support for space
programs, including the SOV and SMV [45]. With a single command overseeing MSP
development, the MSP IPT should have an easier task integrating their activities. While
the Air Force may face reorganization in the future, it is doubtful such a merger would
ever include NASA. The current relationship between NASA and the Air Force, in the
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area of RLV development, has a strong background, built over many years, and should
continue well into the future. The arrangement is mutually beneficial to both parties and
offers the greatest promise for RLV development.
4.5 Value Stream
As identified by Weiss and Warmkessel, the definition of requirements, found
within the system engineering process, can be very useful in the mapping of a products
value stream [59]. While a complete value stream analysis of the SOV system, the SMV
system or the current development efforts have not been accomplished, an attempt has
been made at identifying the multiple facets involved in achieving SMV launch
responsiveness. To achieve the level of responsiveness required to meet the Air Force
objective of airplane-like operation requires a complex web of interactions to effectively
work together.

Within the SMV MUA, introduced in the modeling and simulation

section of this chapter, the Aerospace team began to assess the interaction between areas
falling within the five distinct areas of satellite control, payload & mission, SMV, launch
system, and range support [49]. The interactions identified are represented in Figure 4-5.
It demonstrates the complexity of the issue of responsiveness and highlights the wide
range of factors that may be overlooked if only a cursory examination of the topic is
conducted. Often times the performance of a weapon system is viewed as unique feature
of the specific machine in question and not the network of supporting systems required
ensuring weapon system effectiveness.
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SMV Interactions to Achieve Responsiveness [49]

While this analysis of interactions is not value stream analysis, in the strictest sense, it
does represent many of the attributes of a value stream.

By identifying all of the

pertinent contributions to launch responsiveness, areas not of benefit and areas where
improvements are required can be identified.
4.5.1

Issues in Application
Perhaps the single biggest issue related to value stream mapping is completeness.

Only by completely identifying all relevant contributions to the final product can value
stream mapping be beneficial. Since a large component of value stream mapping is the
interactions of each of the contributing steps, any oversight could render the analysis
useless. Additionally, the non-contributing aspects must be identified for removal. If one
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such activity goes unidentified, the waste it generates will continue and hamper overall
system performance.
4.5.2 Recommendations
Value stream mapping offers two distinct opportunities of improving the
development of RLVs within the Air Force. First, with responsiveness and turn around
time being critical factors for military RLVs, by mapping the value stream of ground
operations the Air Force can eliminate wasteful and time consuming practices. This will
also serve to minimize the manpower required for ground operations and help to ensure
an adequate level of skill for each required action. These savings will greatly contribute
to the goal of achieving airplane-like operation. The second area of benefit is found
within the development effort itself. The value stream for the entire development process
can be mapped to identify what activities will best lead to an operational system. This
mapping will also identify which activities are wasteful in the development process, a
necessity given current manpower and financial shortages experienced throughout the Air
Force.
4.6 Requirements Definition
A key element of systems engineering, the clear definition of requirements is
critical to any development program. In the case of the MSP it is a critical yet missing
component. While AFSPC has produced a concept of operations for both the SOV and
SMV, from which AFRL based their technical and system requirement documents,
definitive user requirements are still forthcoming [2] [3] [4][5]. One of the major activities
for the AFRL team is to "coax requirements out of AFSPC" [57]. This is understandable
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given the revolutionary nature of the SOV system. While work with the NASA efforts
does help develop some requirements, distinct military requirements must come from
within the Air Force [58].
4.6.1

Issues in Application
The lack of military RLV requirements is compounded by the potential versatility

of the SOV and SMV systems. They can do too much for too many. As part of the SMV
MUA, conducted by the Aerospace Corporation and SMC/XR, a thorough review of Air
Force, DoD, and national literature identified potential missions for the SMV system.
Also considering the technical limitations and possible payloads, the team identified over
sixty potential missions. The complete list, contained in Appendix C, covers a diverse
range of missions including monitoring drug trafficking, treaty verification, remote
sensing, spacelift, and space information denial [49]. Seemingly, with each additional
mission comes an additional customer. Potential national security users of the SOV
system include Air Force Space Command, Air Combat Command, the National
Reconnaissance Office, the Central MASINT Office, Drug Enforcement Agency, and the
Departments of State and Energy. While it may seem with so many potential users that
requirements would be easy to come by, the opposite is true. It may be that in a world
where procurement dollars are scarce, each agency is reluctant to voice a need for a
system external to their organization. Choosing instead to keep their needs and therefore
financial backing close to home. Another possible reason for the lack of requirements
being voiced is the novelty and unproven nature of the system. Each agency may be
waiting to determine what capabilities the SOV system will actually possess, before
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adding their unique demands. Whatever the reason, a lack of definitive requirements is
present and must be overcome in order for the development to successfully continue.

4.6.2 Recommendations
Some form of union must be achieved among potential users in order to develop a
single set of specific system requirements. Whether this union is accomplished by means
of a MSP conference, attended by potential users, or through a series of user BPT
meetings is not as important as the product of the union. Another hurdle in achieving a
single requirements list exits in the compartmentalized classification systems used by the
diverse array of potential users. Some form of mechanism needs to be established to
handle this sensitive issue. Without a single requirements list, the potential military
benefits of the SOV and SMV systems are diminished and the development costs
increased.
4.7 Gain Top-Level Support
Finally, all three quality initiatives agree on the necessity for top level leadership
support. Whether leadership serves as a change agent, as identified in Six Sigma, or
facilitate the effective use of IPTs, leadership must completely support the activity for
there to be any chance of programmatic success [30] [44]. Within the Air Force, there
appears to be this level of support for the SOV system. During a panel discussion at the
AIAA Space 2000 Conference, both AFSPC Commander, General Eberhart, and AFMC
Commander, General Lyles, voiced their support for RLV development within the Air
Force [7].

General Eberhart stated that it is not a question of "if RLVs will be

developed within the Air Force, it is a question of "when." He continued by saying it
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will be a technology driven path and that the Air Force should keep its eyes on the future
and get there as quickly as it can. General Lyles, offered his strong support for the
current Air Force and NASA partnership and suggested that RLVs will be essential in
order to prosecute new missions in the future. While there is strong support within the
leadership of the Air Force, this sentiment is not equally matched in the national
leadership.

Since all development activities within the military are dictated by the

financial and political decisions made in Washington, this is where the leadership support
must be secured.

The current national policy, first stated in the National Space

Transportation Policy of 1994 and echoed in the National Space Policy of 1996, limits
the Air Force to the development of expendable launch vehicles (ELVs) and assigns RLV
development to NASA [55] [56]. The Air Force is only allowed the resources to maintain
the most meager effort. The Air Force MSP program offices consist of two military and
three full-time contractors for SMV and another three contractors for SOV, sustained by
Congressional add-money each year [57][58].
4.7.1

Issues in Application
With the largest hurdle to MSP development found in current national policy, it is

difficult to suggest recommendations without treading into charged, high-level political
discussions.

This area is as complex as the technical challenges involved in the

engineering activities of RLV development. Political support can be a precarious thing,
requiring constant attention and upkeep. With this said, a few areas for improvement
may be cautiously broached.
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4.7.2 Recommendations
First, the efforts to advocate a military spaceplane should continue and begin to
expand beyond the confines of the Air Force. Support must be sought at the political
level. Here a "champion," acting as a change agent, must be won to continue advocacy
in the political environment. With growing support in both the military and political
arenas, the prospects of obtaining an operational MSP are greatly increased. There is still
the matter of national policy, limiting the Air Force to ELV development. Again the
"Report of the Commission to Assess United States National Security Space
Management and Organization" offers potential support in this area. Another of the
unanimous recommendations of this report is establishing space as a national security
priority. To that end, the commission recommended a re-examination of national space
policy. This promising sentiment is strengthened by the fact that the chairman of the
commission was the Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld, the new Secretary of Defense [45].
While the actions of high-level political figures cannot be forecast from a single
document, the overall political environment does appear to be ripe for garnering MSP
support.
Table 4-1 summarizes the findings of this thesis. The first column lists the seven
identified tools and techniques offering the most promise to RLV development. The
second column recognizes the modern quality initiatives that utilize each of the
techniques. The third column briefly states examples of current tool-set use within the
RLV development efforts of NASA and the Air Force. Finally, the fourth column recaps
the recommendations for future use within the Air Force RLV efforts.
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Table 4-1
Tools and
Techniques

Modeling and
Simulation

Baselining/
Benchmarking

Spiral Development/
Incremental
Improvements

Application Summary

Identifying Quality
Approach

Current Examples

• Human-in-the-loop
• Lean Aerospace
Simulation
Initiative
• Campaign Analysis
• Systems Engineering
during SMV/MUA

Recommendations
• Continue Modeling and
Simulation Efforts
• Develop ground
operations simulation to
aid in system design

• Continue to utilize
Guide for the Design of
shuttle as benchmark
Highly Reusable Space
• Examine unrelated
Transportation
operations
Shuttle Operations
• Ensure integration of
Benchmarking
findings in design
• Continue with modest
• Lean Aerospace
development efforts
• X-Vehicles
Initiative
• Identify plans to
• Multigenerational RLVs
• Six Sigma
transition technologies to
• Systems Engineering
operational systems
•
• Lean Aerospace
Initiative
• Six Sigma
•
• Systems Engineering

• Organize developmental
organizations within
operational command
• Continue Air Force/
NASA partnership

Integrated Product
Teams

• MSP IPT (AFSPC,
• Lean Aerospace
AFRL, SMC)
Initiative
• Air Force/NASA
• Systems Engineering
Relationship

Requirements
Definition

• Hold conference among
• Concept of Operations
potential users to obtain
concensus on
• System Requirements
requirements
• Systems Engineering
Document
• Technical Requirements • Implement mechanism
to include diverse
Document
requirements

Value Stream

• Lean Aerospace
Initiative

Gain Top-Level
Leadership Support

• Update National Policy
• Lean Aerospace
• Strong Support from Air
Initiative
• Gain "Champion" within
Force Leadership
government
• Six Sigma
currently exists
• Continue MSP advocacy
• Systems Engineering

• SMV Responsiveness
Interactions
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• Map ground operations
• MapSMV/SOV
development efforts

CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS
In the analysis of the Lean Aerospace Initiative, Six Sigma and systems
engineering and in their application to the reusable launch vehicle efforts of the Air Force
and NASA, several key points on the use of quality initiatives emerge. The first point
addresses pros and cons of using a mix of approaches versus the adoption of a single
initiative. The second two points relate to the use of tools and techniques to a particular
program. The fourth area examines the selection of a quality approach to match the
objectives of a specific program. Striking to the heart of modern quality initiatives, the
final point addresses the relevance of codified approaches to quality improvement.
5.1 Overlap of Initiatives
The first point is that no one initiative monopolizes the quality world. That is,
none of the three initiatives discussed completely encompassed the other two or
completely filled all aspects of modern quality. While there is considerable overlap, each
approach represents a unique method at resolving development issues, bringing
innovative techniques to light. By examining which tools are best to use for a particular
project, program management teams will likely employ a mix of techniques from each
initiative and perhaps the tools of many other approaches. In selecting techniques in this
manner, project teams will be well equipped to handle a variety of potential issues. This
versatility does come with a cost. By not following the prescribed actions of one specific
initiative, a development team may not be able to call upon the resources, experience and
training of organizations such as the Lean Enterprise Initiative or the Six Sigma
Academy. Additionally, the structure, provided by following a specific approach, might
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facilitate greater and more rapid improvement.

Many companies, including General

Electric, Polaroid, Allied Signal, Dupont, etc., who have adopted Six Sigma and enjoyed
dramatic improvements, serve to illustrate this point [21]. With this limitation noted, this
thesis has shown that for development programs, such as RLV, an application of a variety
of techniques from multiple sources is appropriate and, at least for the RLV effort,
preferred.
5.2 Tailoring of Tools and Techniques
The second notable point is that the tools and techniques of any approach must be
tailored to meet the unique needs of each program. The tools presented by the three
programs are broadly introduced, to allow use by a wide range of potential programs.
This means the same tool may manifest itself differently in different programs. To a
private company seeking to increase profits, incremental/spiral development may mean a
series of annual financial goals.

But, to a development program such as RLV,

incremental/spiral development means the use of multiple technology demonstration
vehicles before achieving an operational system and then gradually improving the
performance of that system with separate subsequent systems. By altering the sound,
broad-based tools of the Lean Aerospace Initiative, Six Sigma and systems engineering,
the reusable launch vehicle efforts of the Air Force and NASA, or any other development
effort, can optimize application of the various techniques to match their unique
circumstances.
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5.3 Synergy of Tools and Techniques
The third key point is that while the tools and techniques were identified as standalone practices, they interact and support each other with impressive synergy.

To

illustrate this point, recall the role the requirement definition process played in the
development of product value streams [59]. To extend this example, consider the use of
IPTs suggested in Chapter 4 to help derive a single set of system requirements. Also
recall the impact leadership support may play in the potential re-organization of SMC
under AFSPC, which will simplify the work of the MSP IPT [45]. This clearly shows the
linkage between the identified tools and reinforces the point that modern quality
initiatives overlap one another.
5.4 Matching Initiatives to Programs
Despite the considerable overlap among initiatives, key differences in the nature
of each approach suggest programs should tend to favor different initiatives at different
times. For example, if an organization seeks to reduce waste in their processes, the
adoption of the Lean Aerospace Initiatives would be best. An organization seeking to
increase profits may choose, as so many others have, to implement Six Sigma. For
technically complex programs involving the integration of multiple components, systems
engineering is clearly the suited. Over the entire life-cycle, a single program may want to
incorporate each initiative as the focus of a program shifts from developing a product, to
refining a product and finally realizing a profit with that product. In selecting which
initiative to use, a program must first understand their current position and define their
immediate objectives.
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5.5 Role of Quality Initiatives
Finally, evidence of the application of quality techniques without first hand
knowledge of the source indicates several interesting points.

Simultaneously, it

illustrates both the tools' sound foundation in common sense and the infusion of quality
initiatives into modern engineering education. It also speaks to the fact that even modern
quality initiatives, seeking to highlight their individuality, rely on basic concepts, proven
over many generations. Today, an engineer doesn't think twice about applying modeling
and simulation or utilizing technology demonstration to reduce risk. Those tools and
others like them just make sense and have been educated into the minds of developers. A
codified quality approach is not required to identify the usefulness of a tool. And yet, a
new quality approach seeking legitimacy cannot ignore proven techniques and will
therefore incorporate their usage. The natural question then emerges, what role, if any,
do modern quality initiatives serve? Modern quality initiatives advocate, re-educate and
otherwise offer a supporting framework for the use of quality techniques. They can
concisely present tools and thus save potential users time and effort that would otherwise
be spent on research. The International Council on Systems Engineering is an excellent
example an organization performing these roles and services to the general public [23].
While the step-by-step following of a single quality initiative's technique may not be
required, the roles these organizations play and the support they can offer certainly justify
their existence.
Selecting and wholeheartedly pursuing a single quality initiative may have more
to do with setting a tone for and conveying a message to an organization than it does with
the programmatic adoption of various tools and techniques. Management's acceptance of
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a quality approach declares a deep commitment to a particular program and reinforces the
importance of customer satisfaction and cost-savings to the project team. Further, it lays
the foundation for how work will be conducted and establishes a standard for workers to
follow. By stepping forward and accepting one quality initiative as an organization's
plan for improvement, management sets a new tone for the program. In quality terms, the
act of accepting a single initiative, whether it be the Lean Aerospace Initiative, Six
Sigma, systems engineering or some other approach, serves as a significant event to shift
the operational paradigm of the organization.
5.6 Areas For Further Research
This thesis has explored the use of modern quality teachings in the development
of reusable launch vehicle systems within the Air Force. In doing so, a few areas have
been identified as beyond the scope of this thesis. One such area is the commercial
development activities occurring around the world. Since no one can be certain where
the next breakthrough will occur, it is suggested that future research focus on the role
quality initiatives play in commercial programs and what advancements commercial RLV
development can bring to the Air Force and NASA efforts.

Similarly, the specific

activities underway within industry to support X-Vehicle development should also be
explored.

This would allow a deeper investigation into the technical areas of RLV

development and potentially offer many new applications of quality initiatives.
5.7 Final Remarks
This thesis has identified many areas of overlap between the Lean Aerospace
Initiative, Six Sigma and systems engineering. These overlaps were used to identify tools
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and techniques of unquestionable merit. Furthermore, the application of these tools to the
reusable launch vehicle efforts of the Air Force and NASA found a high level of existing
incorporation. Benchmarking, modeling and simulation, spiral/incremental development,
and integrated product teams are already well utilized within the current RLV programs;
while gaining leadership support, value stream mapping, and requirements definitions
have experienced limited implementation. The continued use of these seven techniques
will serve to advance the current state of reusable launch vehicle development and may
one day lead to the realization of the long standing goal of an operational military
spaceplane.
The application of quality techniques to the RLV efforts of the Air Force and
NASA has served as an example of the ways different approaches can be used to improve
quality. The overlap among the three initiatives discussed was more extensive than
originally anticipated. Despite this overlap in basic techniques, subtle differences and
nuances in each initiative's application warrant distinction from one another. Anyone
seeking to improve their product or process, whether businessman or engineer, would do
well to examine multiple alternative approaches from a variety of fields, gleaming the
best techniques from each, before determining a course of action.
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Appendix A: Overarching and Enabling Practices of the
Lean Enterprise Model [32]
Identify and Optimize Enterprise Flow
Establish models and/or simulations to permit understanding and evaluation of the flow process
Reduce the number of flow paths
Minimize inventory through all tiers of the value chain
Reduce setup times
Implement process owner inspection throughout the value chain
Strive for single piece flow
Minimize space utilized and distance traveled by personnel and material
Synchronize production and delivery throughout the value chain
Maintain equipment to minimize unplanned stoppages
Assure Seamless Information Flow
Make processes and flows visible to all stakeholders
Establish open and timely communications, among all stakeholders
Link databases for key functions throughout the value chain
Minimize documentation while ensuring necessary data traceability and availability
Optimize Capability and Utilization of People
Establish career and skill development programs for each employee
Ensure maintenance, certification and upgrading of critical skills
Analyze workforce capabilities and needs to provide for balance of breadth and depth of
skills/knowledge
Broaden jobs to facilitate the development of a flexible workforce
Make Decisions at Lowest Possible Level
Establish multi-disciplinary teams organized around processes and products
Delegate or share responsibility for decisions throughout the value chain
Empower people to make decisions at the point of work
Minimize hand-offs and approvals within and between line and support activities
Provide environment and well-defined processes for expedited decision making
Implement IntegrätedlProduct and Process Development
Use systems engineering approach in product design and development processes
Establish clear sets of requirements and allocate these to affected elements of the product and processes
Definitize risk management
Incorporate design for manufacturing, test, maintenance and disposal in all engineering phases
Design in capability for potential growth & adaptability
Establish effective IPTs
Involve all stakeholders early in the requirements definition, design and development process
Use the "Software Factory" process
[Implement design to cost processes
Maintain continuity of planning throughout the product development process
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Develop Relationships Based on Mutual Trust and Commitment
Build stable and cooperative relationships internally and externally
Establish labor-management partnerships
Strive for continued employment or employability of the workforce
Provide for mutual sharing of benefits from implementation of lean practices
Establish common objectives among all stakeholders
Continuously Focus on the Customer
Provide for continuous information flow and feedback with stakeholders
Optimize the contract process to be flexible to learning and changing requirements
Create and maintain relationships with customers in requirements generation, product design,
development and solution-based problem solving
Promote Lean Leadership at all Levels
Flow-down lean principles, practices and metrics to all organizational levels
Instill individual ownership throughout the workforce in all products and services that are provided
Assure consistency of enterprise strategy with lean principles and practices
Involve union leadership in promoting and implementing lean practices
Maintain Challenges of Existing Processes
Establish structured processes for generating, evaluating and implementing improvements at all levels
Fix problems systematically using data and root cause analysis
Utilize cost accounting/management systems to establish the discrete cost of individual parts and
activities
Set jointly established targets for continuous improvement at all levels and in all phases of the product
life cycle
Incentivize initiatives for beneficial, innovative practices
Nurture a Learning Environment!
Capture, communicate and apply experience-generated learning
Perform benchmarking
Provide for interchange of knowledge from and within the supplier
Ensure Process Capability and Maturation
Define and control processes throughout the value chain
Establish cost beneficial variability reduction practices in all phases of product life cycle
Establish make/buy as a strategic decision
Maximize Stability in a Changing Environment
Level demand to enable continuous flow
Use multi-year contracting wherever possible
Minimize cycle-time to limit susceptibility to externally imposed changes
Structure programs to absorb changes with minimal impact
Establish incremental product performance objectives where possible
Program high risk developments off critical paths and/or provide alternatives
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Appendix B: X-Vehicle Fact Sheets
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on aw sii«d asd veidefc stHtuds and feed fltis ird^;iati.(sn

«rto rti- fli"h< r- w.« ««.PHIW *' «-i««»in th, *«i«d

Loct»«d Mutta Skunk Works te»& «*«*«, a^>

>

-.AvU-t •

lf>»< ' |

,^..rv „t

,>r.».

tl t.xu .

bw fee ä£ «ram, Infcniüon. generatürf by FASS is also
moruK-reci by test persosns! on the pwwt as ft» flight
-■,

'' n, ,

•

ü

i,

,

,

wH.nv^TVA"WWHn?vala-

t

'

, ,

tu

„ -

„■, r< <

.^IgnsftddevclopJhBVdBClcmJu.M.

f»li
Oihet tnwr imtoiffy X-33«an members are; Afli«!
Sipi»! Defense mi Spate System, Tcteit«», N.J., aviasto
for Hiahi control strf major kibsysi*ms, B,R C*«drich

engine« G*«C,rp A«)eu Sex—, M*,«**«

«™ u^ equate a« >^U- » ^mau
v a: st"y Oi tcsi season*.
.- . ■ .',„;, 1 ^„.„„r- ,™»d Nve bwn »ppm,
^rya«! »MOKM.a,* , . y " /V;.
_
.
f
,»» dt
Hr-vH^mcat Of l ie vehicle s lugm COBBOS &tmw.iK
<«ia
""*
u,j,,,i.«:.u
„„;,.,„„, «,,,„
thaiüiipportwfllo^linu«
when the .vdsick-ftm^e-'.di*)«.
Edwards krach Ute for prefiigrrt systems Integra«»« wsts.
■

^^ Ke*<M«n*. U~ Jkpki oxygen wnfc Alia«
Tcchsf sl*nM, Minneapolis, Minn.. iiqaii hydrogen tank;
Samfe«.,
So, Nashua, N.H.. vehicle heaSüi iwmitorinji
„^esn; Mt! SvcrdxöO, liiiiÄftnli. Ten«., general CMiSraC»JM'-w ««*' 1'-"" * >
.
»,,„ >•■>'
&,, f>».
Fliehe Operations
Gsnt«r.
w. X-T'
&■>•
-v — "*'■
i
M-slv>H
NASAX'35 fessm members BICICüB, «iiufeins.»«i^yi-u

Member* rfdie X~33 tea team «t the Edwai* Immer, ste
■ Iwiwtrs J'id tischensknainjä sites arsre
m
iJrvdiai
n$.
the
tacdmei
arc m-iau p»p«cd
;upr)

"»<i »työ« ceaten; Stroms Space Cmu*. rAs.. engine
lesu: Wallop«, Fliglii Facility, Va„ S.ä~t«.-h x;s grout«
*npp^ ^-n-1 comwmiaiia» equlpimm:; Arnes R««R*
Center, MosiMMi View, Calif,, design and develop»»^
smm of TPS; Johmon Space L«a«, Hau..«». Tcx.. Tr
Kcmtdy Space Ceni«, .Ri-, lausch sysient
tewis
i5c; GkiMi Research Ccawr. design and tesl ssippon tor
MHf;"« beüllh m«niU5riruä «vslerti; Uuiglev Research C'esie'^
,
„, , , t ,. , rt
, .
s tu,I

y

, , t j,;
, rj t n , , .
M s , , )j?craiioiis
tuckuo tau (ich ;md äSMSS Jon COBBO! äidWty.

,

a

,

~ ,
Tlu'FIluhttUHTationsl^nlcr
Tr

v. v, Ri«), O™üotv. r«ter. «hieb indndM UM

" ..." r *

"

l

■ I ""-!"'""; ^^

L

'

fu,.i!;.:P,' ,« fiväiftd in incHavSiacSi BaßesttMof Edwiu-ds
A.rs*.C.on.-uu.t)Otio, *"•"'1
^v

t

f La ,,;,. ^,^, ,,i, ,,fthi- 4 ir F^rt<* Ress^i^ih laboratory
casi of RrM'.»R Drv LÄe, is essenüally s. Sinall-sc*k
«,paccp<:--: thai will have (he rapabUnies öf s;in'Km| an«!
litur...-:,...^ i! .' X-"*'• öüm ine san» Site.

pt£j¥idfäigsBH^fim'flightplanniti|.iMigcci>T«rol.vdurtc
iastruiiKSHüation, and range sidery resportsilsliii«, while mi
Air FöKK Research LabcjtJiiftry P-rapubion
^,. , ... Directorate is.
<-,em«.

Ti-..» 5 i"< tpi'ii-xi renter 5* esppesed u> hitvft <* crew of abou?
50 peispte during flight o|j««Hoiw.
L-13 öKHsram is to sliltwnstrase tlisrt
Otts <ct (he gMliN öl
SiPisMcwfi CM
üst 5|«Kccra:fi
cw be
l «rvlced »ä«! laauAetS op sBDtfa
fliEhii. in n niMtev of days. During ti»e ßigBi. tr*i p»|tass
wtn.-i.-in? CMws have ihe sosisof two seven-day tuwareuncl
ps
periods ana <>n* i*(
Thf Government-industry X-33 Team
Tlie NASA X-?3 PTO!3',aii is manaat'd Oj ft® Marshall
prapsm, throutb d« year !§W. «.;,s. $9-ii trillion.
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X-34

ASA Facts

National Aeronautics and
Space Acimsrsisiraf on

Drycten Flight Research Center
P.O. Box 273
Edwards, California 83S23
Voice 66!-258-344 9
FAX 661-258-356$
paö@dif£.Ra&a.gov

I« tSKiOfii.fi«!t*R<

X-34 TECHNOLOGY TESTBED DEMONSTRATOR

PROJECT SUMMARY
NASA's Dryilen Flight FeveaR*Ccm;'r, Ktfwanfe. CA..
nasi-ssratude ,j:o'>ei!ime:si!-!]«lu5Sf'y team ii '*K X-3« Pmcs
iucns-iCM s,i!«v a~d rehabilav whik* reducing tte mst i
Vh.: X-'-i prnjec!. fe, mmiit^d by NASA's M.^Mii I

*MO*:s premier f%t« testm«. Ccnta. ss supportmii;
oäst of ü nun*« of iliehi «temonswatäoii efforts aims

■Jiehl Center üB Hurusvsik.
irt tsfX-34 ittsit hs As?«t«er r«ri

:> flifilM stii
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"the unpiloted, winged X 34 vehicles are 3S.,-f fed loss,
isate a 27,7-foot wiBgtspar. and stand S J .5 fee; full li ml'
foe atr-launched from OifiaaPs L> ICH ! airplane and will
iaras .mloriorraüisäy ors lakrtscds esr cnncreti?. runways UHH
on-board computers.
The Iks; of three X-34 vehicles, a structural rets vehicle
«k-signaied A-1, bepan captive-carry fliahis feste 1999.
These eapiive-ean v 'flights eheel; lor potetmally hajtastksas
flight condition, doe so the mortifications rocnk to the L[03 3. which «tab-So is to carry the X-34. Whes a commercial a<rr>hirse h*;e the.!,-1011 is altered she Nxierat Aviation
Atlmi.nisUuciofi (FA.ÄJ must certify that the change* irave
no; adversely affected the plane's sale opcruhon.
IJryefcn technicians at« assisting in upgrading «tie A-1
vettick whh struCTural modi!tearfons are! integrates
as ton too hydraulics, landing gear, and other hardware
Bi-t-d-ed Wftaftl it into a flitdtl vehicle - n«w kraswo. as A
for mtpower:es:l glut.- tests in Nets Memo duiäg the
year XKtO.

seiss* as si tesfoed for na«. teehneilsijpes.RSjainrsfj a
Mgn-speed, hi«h-sliilti-llc tilgte «rvirofiflwtsL
rferras-iistrfiia fteffisfloättee of ae«. tiÄwetelit «nip

omtrate

entry its;

notrate rsaw, koso

protect am sy stc ms

VlO

tisWite rapid wnmrnyndrre-fhg

' «till

ftm'timme persomtf I arid eputpro
daTSOasira-e »tdssornc flight ant! landinc capafnltla
ilitotssfoipe lernen'! weismer,
■■«■■■ ctetnnjsütiw perl
engt!», eksitpeai
en ameers; to he si

anas! of Ü« new FXSTRAC
vlarshafi Space HieHlCej»?:
ft. rfieapei. aed neerltsg le
■reot eesttnss.

Otlwt NASA Cewees plavini- Key roles in siipporttne she
X-34 projjntto itro the Kennedy Space Center, 'Ft; Ames
Research Cestej, CA: Lansley Resetsreh Center, VA:
Sterttiis Sftitee Ccnwr, MS; Iphrison Space Ceäättr.TX. and
NASA White Sands 1 est 1 aciltty,NM, Briwatds A'-r
S:oree Base, CA:. 13..S. Army's White Sands Missile Kstipe,
ti%i; and Molken«»; Asr Force B«st, MM are presiding the
Depaastwet ofDeftnse spppen,

Two rows: X-34 flight sehiehaa ck-sien.aSe.el A-2 sttsl A-i
a til have powered flights out of Dtytfeii and NASA's
Kenned) Space Crater, Ft,,
The X-34 vehicles wilt deniesnsirate key technologies
leadinp to «üTtmcfdgi developmen* ami operation of
rvis-ahle launch vehicles, Ullis new teefwolog vcould
dramatically hiereatso safety and reliability Srt stressing
space a,M it-dace t.te cosi of pasting a pound of payioäi.
sMe<>a;e by a factor of 10, U., forrsteslay's SIMM)
p-ifii-d in SI .«Km per pound or less.

1 '■ ,• n,>d-.-n 1 hate Kt-<-. •.ti Center loeawd cm Edwards Air
peree iissv- l:i«!w>mH. CA, ts NASA's premier irKtallalioii
for .iKtseaaitteal flight smä solwfoaal research.. Established
j; ibis Mi....vi- 1V-.T! see in SspMvmter 19-its a group f;t
five aerorttaHical eoeitseers begad prepanitänns for ähe X-l
supersonic resesfdt fliai«s, protlueinp the ssrsi atnrraft to
fly iasisa 'than the speed of sound.

Dodoe X 34 rarswered Pipits, the suborbital craft «ill t
speed-, of up in Mach a tärsd fly at altitudes or op !0 apsp
muidy 50 mite. Amoag the program eiNeefoes;

».^ ;
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X-37

NASA Facts
MaiiOna' AewiäUSics and
Space Administration

Dryden Right fte»«th Center
P.O. Box 273
Edwards, Ca!iforn!a935?3
Voice «65-258-3449
PAX 661-256-3566

!»>:;< C8¥M»S-€O0-Drl«

pao@rifrc.nasA .gcw

X-37
Advanced Technology Demonstrator
wmßpF,

&

-JÖ^

sUJoSwiMandllvihcX-P

NAS* DrvdcTt Flifthl Eew.irch Ccatei is pnr1idpa«in& ia a NASMfcemg ra'pfflisve Bgr«
i^4S4 und Th«:.Ite«inc Osmpafiv entered tele the S173 million cwpcritivc d|»twAilviinecd Tcehwctagy Ctemurir.
,
■ i-u.Ki n- «I S?A.- plane, Tbc U.S. As! Force is crmimiifmg SI6 «iilHort <« demonjiien; in July W>u»ikH'lup!lvra'CiMhmil^c*wCdcdloimprt>vvfnr»wmiMiar>-si»w:raft: NASAwfm«! Bod« FtonrwrW«tfe, Adduced
Spare ana Om«miinicaiu>ns, of S»? Beach, CÄ. in l)c«ml«r 19'« for netto» ;if; MS tenling «c A« cmi.petr.Sivc fts.rctrewt.
mscl NASA's (««irernci« for ihs. Fufis» X Pal.blmderr Hoar« ffim«gh
Tin.'overall «*]ccsive t fee X -3 * pragntm
1-iirlwaltK. fliirii|.f.»'i>-eiiprogram . iK.rrui' i i ..' ' incl a«»< broad iar.yn ft Earth-jci-orhil. tra-t'fint
nil« and are««! sysMm [«»»ft«!« required to J«im;.Nca!lv k>«? ih? erne ;pitce «iiHMKTräniion. As part i>!' NASA"
,j>? am! \ ASA'« Wter rmss-ibK uichnnlogy dcmtafeUatos» f* lo nM.^i
aNfi
> SpiKf film, tin- 5-i«

A-9

»mwphere ami tending. Various iamims, are twipf
sfecikd ,'ts latadrtvj. sites,

,■

The X-37 measures 27,5 feel brie with * w -I-MM» "1 ;a\'-"
i J fees, ft las an experiment bay " feet long and 4 fee! in
,, .,, - , irs ', r |s„\ >«-^-'taigambmmevfvkt;
X-40A, an umpirweted Air Farce vehicle; ato clt*sign«d asri
busii !« Boeing, which: *K released ft«m * heliarpiei and
elkte-iesied in'w^B, The X-40A, which iaci.s (lie X-37's
advance«? thermal protection maisnafcs. rwAci ragm«.
es piri merit Ita* »ixl «hsn- sf»eeer;rtl systems, wöl be drop
levied from g hdttopter I» reefcee risk prior 10 MfMKdesI
feslit-g wish tfee X-?'?.
ll.eei ivi'.."t"-l-xJuM-'% lie:- will ■,*•.;.:<. IS ;-i-vi.- tlv
program p:mKMy StASü. In atMiiios to Pryotoi, NASA's
M.ir-.!-,:i!t Sp.ic: J iii'ht Ctmrr leads the X-37 government
W ,'
I h. N \s Mi i"" -' in I» ' - N M V "■ \n<«
St^tiii Cans». Moanwin View, Calif; Kennedy Space .
< nL j
l,» , S,.i, ! t ft t.% ». I
rt Spire
j | j,. i , r ► (,j, i .
VI..: arstl the Ungfcv Research
« .T|I il
I i X I
. iu ' '1 ( in
' "I"- if"
■lire 11 H Air fwee Wight T«i Cesttei, Edwards Ait i-oree
Base. Calif,; the Air Force Space and Missile Sytfcms T&!
aii.l I A jLu:i.M. Din-.-tr-r.iti.. VValcriWn; Air l-ose« Be'--.
Calif; »mi ?he U S ftMV Avtatiosi Teelllicsi Test Center,
Port Rocker:'Ala; ■:.:■.■
of getttee. irsl« spate from 5 Sn,«Ki to S J ,00« JKT pour
white inoeaAiiis reliability.
COM

nKuncNWcdX-MwaiheNASA-snpü'-AcceÄTo
.Space" rcusahte.inur h vsAselt aco:».>»<>;ratsrrso fly: isfcml)
»i-Wsal wit1 tccBtn tuvitonmrrrtü. ""epei;.dim:;« speeds apt«
,„ tM
iht Speed
.peed of sound. NASA's X-M and X*M
2e times
it und operate as
technology demonstrators are sub
lower speeds.

Bsssi»^ Phantntn Works of Seal Beach leaefe the X-Z't
imfeSirV warn. Other Bosse« faeiijli« paffeipaiiag in the
,.•■ «un. .r I«. il ■ ... Mui. in. . H .' > .1«' l|. » «' «
Calif; Seattle, W;tsts.; aed St. Lours, MO. As^mMy..
tatst and tests are plaflncdsi the. Bwhg
trtregrahiw
fsdlili« in Pidsmbfc Md !*al «each :m 21«! and

The S-37'wiii deiiio:;strtte teehrioleijie« aimer! .11 sipJrtrcantK tcJ.:c;:,,i; ■'■.■ -'!-• of space flieht Tftcsc tedwologie
includ« avNtr.its and High: rostrot software improvement«
grossnd üIHJ ni#W trperaamiis. ssiitt"iijcs ans3 meel:ia«K.al.
iivstem«, siropsKson, atttl tSterm.,' prirtecti^ti system tech*
rsdndes.. :
:,p{ ive-carry tra
Current nltmses!) for the X-J/ to oe m
fromlhe B 53
DivslCv'"' B-5- carries aircraft, then she
for appraads >ssil Isnding KS» lawr. Hi
arnmViheräc Rics"t te-av, ihe X-o~ will (>>- rernea rrno orhit
sbo;trd a spare Vhiittte for wbiiit! sad amittsphsric r
lest flbht«. The fsrsl utipiwercd fi:s;hl lesi «fthe X
Pi.
M- _ , il,i<i.cdfi?r !';ill2ail.
'IVoofhr.a! test- ,cc ■/ »r '.J I ■• :: ■>: ••! -''«>;- '\üv' ■'
X--3" is deplt«eeA it will remain in orhil up to 2.1 <hrv*,,.
l
txiksssiiii i* v;ira*\ I'
1
1
»-I ' >■
'"
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X-38

NASA Facts
Ngtfenät Aeronauläö and
Scaoe Administration*

Örytfers Flight Research Center
P.O.. Bo« 2?3
Edwa-'dS, GaKfcmia 93B23
AC eaS-2S8-34.S9
FAX. SJ~5-2SS»3S§S

PS~Oä9S-S}>(BivüF8C

-JO

Back to the Future For a Spacecraft Design
Emmtxn- at NASA's. Drydefl Flight Research
Edwards, Calif., ans! the Johnson Space Censet, (JSC) Houston, Texas, a« flight-icsiiüE the X-3&
a prototype spacecraft tin« could become the first new
decades that.
immafi spiicsufsft bullt iß ibt
and from orbsi. The vehicle is fxtitsg devel
iravi
ctioa of the COM öf past toman spa
s?
oped al « fraction
soal is to take advantage of avail;
avai
vehicles. Thet goal
• fof as
eqmpraem, arid already developed techno
much as BO ntrcam of the spacecraft's da
OIXRST,

listttg available technology a«d off-the-sli elf
equipment significantly reduces cost. The original
estimates to build a capsule-type ctew return, vehicle
(CRV) were more than $2 bitlifitt m total development
cwi.

L':V-i^rf'iV:

• «^Ja-it. - ■

""i-X* *."**■',. "-:'•'•'

According to NASA project officials, the X-38
concept and four operational vehicles will be built for
anproiamateN one quarter of tta original S2 billion
cost

^«^:i'-v'r'\f

Current. Status
Almospa
Hignt Reset:
UslUC tor the
used The*
lüde to 50,fi

rie drop icsts of the X-38 «t the Dryden
sä Center are underway and will conäcsi two years. Three test vehicles will!
f> tests will eventually increase "m alti1 feet and wili include longer flight imi
aft before its parafotl is deployed.

■•■;;■- .-•-/
imTiTavr'ri

A-ll

.M'--tr"-

■■*•■. .. i

•*•■ ■■:"—' '■■■■•■'

*—*—L-~-±

the SfÄce Shuttle and {hen use M sseerabk, parafeil
pisraeliatejaivcclisolofy r«cet# dewk>p«ttby the Array,
,.„ ,„*,«». , ir.-t-™«n«. s>*-*«-wn-i''
fa' A* tuml *;.scem to tatktag-itslandinggt*
*ua„
«insist of Aids rather than wlieds.

toted "canuve earn.
Fuli-scaie, uTtpitete
besan st Drvilenm July 199? in «hsc« the vehie
,s, ,: (,„1lK} ,0 ,j,e N4sA jj.52 aircraft,
rt^umu. >n -" A .- -- ■ ■ —
f

>9:s. Ir. 2000, an unpiloisd (»pace fist vehsc
be dcploved from a Space Shun?« and
descend to a landing m earth. Tsw X--5K, ere»■retam
veaseie » irscurd te begin operations akxird she
LMcnwdc aI*Space Stalten (ISS) in 2003,

Itsfaaology
OfMe-ibdi technology doesn't mean at is old
leehaotegy, Many of the WdiftotagSs being used in the
X-38 .have nevtsr before been app'ied to a hum» spacecraft,

Project Goals

'f'beX-J,-. « n.0"nr<!> -^uiner .1 > u-jiia't
Oaf. fa currently used sa aircraft, and the flight software
Tlie imw'ia» f«a! of Ha innovative X-38 project, , o;[«aitag ^SKTTI is a cansaerclal system alrcady in me
is ie «kvctop the «chnotogy ft« a prototype enwrin auny aerwpace appltaatioim The video eqaipwnl OB
eerr <■ CRV or h feHost. för üB ISS, The prota also
the. sEHOspherie test vehicles, is. extstsag equipment, Mime
intenes to att develop
develop a crew return vehicle desi|s that 0f which: has already flows on the Spa« Startle icr -*■NASA csssiiraatts,
The decmsmxhsmaä actuators
that
couidbcm.«Wtedforoiii«rti6«s,sii«hasaposi;J.i:
_
_
Mm U.S. and in?ermtional huniaß spacecraft that.
are used on she X- 3S &xm tore a previous joint NAiA,
could be launched on the French Ariane 5 twosier.
Air 'FOR-*, aixf Navy research and development proves.
j,, .tix„ ca!,iv years of the taerratif»ral Space Sta*
An existing special erasing developed by NASA will
urn H R.i^aP te spacecraft will be attached to
u. I ,, .. ' . \ » *i, r . ' t 1, * n 4 v iK i L -re
■the iis'ioi- a< a. CRV, But, as the H«. of the «rew
durable than «* tiles: used on «» Space S!t«Üe,TteX.
aboard Pi« scat km Increases, a return vehicle that can
%S':& primary :ri.aMgati>»ai equipment, the löernas NaViaKoxnmiXiaie up to six passengers will be need«!, Hie gation SysWiR<3i<*al Positioning System, is. a rail
X -38 iteiisa uses a lifting body txweept orif iaally
already in use on Navy fighters.
,'t , ^ i( th \irhia«\ :r, project to the
^
nüd-1970'si. Afer the deorbit engine module i&jetSj$oned. she X-3S would glide trorn orbit unpowcred like

■X-38 First. Flight Prolate
V
X:

^^ %.'

Pttlfif- »IK*

t

''^~%.

f

^
r*3k

^

vm

;^ v V

.V

^A. Nc

^^w-^TC^

.,*
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Team Approach

^.-•^>~^'

.on tli
Vfcous 100 people are eat«*?: '
proiect at Johnson, Dryden, and the Langtey Research
Center in Hampton, Va, This is the first lime a pro»syi» vehicle has been task-up in-bou.se at ISC ntfcr
than by a eoMraeio-f; »3 approach that has many
advantages. By building np the «biete« ia-house,
engineers have a better understatKBttg of she problems
contractors experience- when »tey Itasirl vehicles tor
KA5A, JSC's X-38 team will have a detailed set of
requirements tor die contractor to use to construe! the
CRVs.for the ISS. This type of hands-on work was
dose by the National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics <KACA), NASA"» predecessor, before tttc
space age begao.

Dryden. conducted model nights in 1995. The
1/6 swtk-iwxtel of the CRV spacecraft using a parafoil
parachute system was flown 13 titnes. The result»
stewed ill* tlie vehicle had good flight control -characteristics are! aisode.moHstrat.ed .good slide«« charecteristäcs

Thrgtf s:^.'Vi>fA*^'

Future Plans
AlcJiougli the design could one dav be modified for
other us« such as a crew transport vehicle, the X~M
would siricly be used as a CRV in iti current design,
It is baseHrsed with only enough life support supplies
to l.»si about nine hours flying free of She space station
ist erbte The spacecraft's Sanding will be totally
amorcateii although the crew will ix* able to switch to
backup s'asieros, control the orientation in orb«, pick »
dcorbif use, and stew ,1* parafhil, if necessary. The
X-3S CRV lias a nitrogen gas-fueled attitude control
system and uses a bank of batteries for power. Tbc
spacecraft will be 28,5 feet long. 145 feet wide, and
weigh about 16,000 pounds.
An. in-hn'jse development study of the X-38
«incept began at iSC m early 1995- In the summer of
J iKtS, eariv nisthi «ssts we« corsctacred of the pand'oil
con«« fey dropping platforms with a parafoil from act
aircraft at Ute Army's YumaftovipgGroan;!« Yuma,
Arizona- in early 1996 a contract was awarded to
Sealed Cosrsporites. Inc., of Mojavc, Calif, to buiki
throe Mi-state atmospheric test airfratwes..The first
vehicle liirtVaroe WHS delh'ared to-JSC in September
1996. where is was otrtf'iited with avionics, computer
«stems, and other hardware in prcpsmteon for the
ihmi tost.» at. Drydert- A second vehicle was deliver«!
»JSC in December 1996.
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X-fStesm members ütwürk
Marik 1998

X-43

Nfätiorsai AeronauKcs and
Space Adminis-tr&tion

Dryden Flight Research Comer
P.O. Bm 273
Edwards, Caüfemia 93523
AC 805-258 -3>«0
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Appendix C: SMV Missions Identified by Aerospace
Corporation & SMC/XR [49]
Mission
Anti-Satellite
Battle Management/C2 Augmentation
Border Monitoring
Communications (Augmentation)
Counterair
Counter-Weapons of Mass Destruction
D4EN Airborne Targets
D4EN Terr. Targets w/Non-Nuclear
D4EN Terrestrial Trgts w/Nuclear
Defensive Counterspace
Disaster Area Surveillance
Disaster Relief Support
Drug Enforcement Support
Drug Traffic Monitoring
Defensive Satellite Operations
Electronic Warfare
Exercise Support
Global Agriculture Monitoring
Global Mobility
Hard/Deeply Buried Target Detection
Intelligence Preparation of Battlefield
Intelligence Collection
Launch Denial
Mapping
Mobile (Air) Target S&TW
Mobile (Ground) Target S&TW
Mobile (Sea) Target S&TW
Navigation Augmentation
Navigation Warfare
Nuclear, Biological, Chemical
Detection
National Missile Defense Engagement
National Missile Defense Warning
Offensive Counterspace
Operations Training Support
Reconnaissance

Area
Mission
Gov
Remote Sensing
Int/SC
Satellite Inspection
SS
Satellite Maintenance
SS
Satellite Recovery
SS
Satellite Refueling
SS
Satellite Replenishment
SS
Satellite Repositioning
SS
Space Order of Battle Updating
FE
Space Assets Deployment
SC
Space Attack Warning
FE
Space Environment Forecasting
SC
Space Information Denial
FE
Space Nuclear Detection
SC
Space Object Cataloging
SC
Space Object Identification
SC
Space Surveillance
FE/SC
Space Target BDA/Status
SS
Space Test Support
Int/FE
Spacelift
FE
Strat. Relocatable Target Detection
FE
Target Designation
FE
Terrestrial Environment Measurement
FE
Terrestrial Nuclear Detection
Int/FE
Terrestrial Target BDA/Status
Int/FE
Theater Intelligence Collection
Int
Theater Targeting
SC
Theater Missile Defense Engagement
SC
Theater Missile Defense Tracking
Gov
Treaty Verification Support
FE
Unattended Ground Sensor Query
Int=Intelligence, FA=Force Application, FE=Force
Enhancement, SC=Space Control, SS=Space
Support, Gov=Government
BDA = Battle Damage Assessment
S&TW = Surveillance and Threat Warning

Area
SC
FE
Gov
FE
FA
FA
FA
FA
FA
SC
Gov
Gov
Gov
Gov
SC
SC
SS
Gov
SS
FE
Int
Int
FA
FE
FE
FE
FE
FE
SC
FE
SC
SC
SC
SS
Int
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Appendix D: RLV Desirable Features [51]
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